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The Art Book 2018 is a source dedicated to artists and the art industry throughout the world. The 
content for the artist profiles is provided by the artists themselves and edited to fit within the 
creative vision of the book. Our art book will inform its readers of that of which is most important, 
artists. We have spanned the globe to bring you an accomplished variety of talent. It is with this 
talent and commitment that we will continue to provide our readers quality and substance.





ABOUT US

We would like to take this opportunity to introduce ourselves: we are Elaine and Michael      
Joseph, owners of Artblend. We have been life partners and best friends for over 30 years.
 
Artblend is a 6200 sq. ft. store-front business located in Fort Lauderdale, offering Gallery     
Exposure, Multimedia Marketing, Art Book Artist Profiles, and Art Fair Exhibitions to artists from 
around the world. 
 
OurOur company is designed to bring artists vast exposure, and to attract art buyers. We have 
developed a strategy and concept, proven by the success of Michael Joseph Photography.                         
 
Artblend employs a team of award-winning and knowledgeable individuals. We are very well 
organized, and work with a sense of urgency. Of course, as the owners, we will always remain 
accessible to you if you have any questions or concerns. 
 
SinceSince the opening of our doors over a decade ago, we continue to share with our community,                              
build lasting relationships, benefit charities, and to support the arts globally.
 
We look forward to working with you!



Chief Executive Officer
 
ElaineElaine Joseph has an extensive career history in management, marketing, promotion, and   
advertising. She has worked with several leading companies in the music and entertainment 
industries and major retail stores including: Transworld Entertainment, New England Video, The 
Musicland Group, Compact Disc World, Blockbuster Video, and Victoria’s Secret. She is the 
recipient of several awards recognizing her for outstanding accomplishments, record-setting 
achievements, and innovative concepts. She is the long-time successful business manager of 
Michael Joseph Photography and Chief Executive Officer of Artblend Inc.

ELAINE JOSEPH

MICHAEL JOSEPH



We welcome you to take a journey through the vivid pages of The Art Book 2018. We are very 
excited about this premiere issue, which brings you talent from around the world. It is our aim to 
hold your attention with the best of the best in this new publishing venture. 
 
WithWith this issue, we are proud to have recently concluded our fifth and final year of publishing 
Artblend Magazine, and now look forward to this launching of our newest venture. Our success 
grows, thanks to the support of artists, the art community, and significantly, the widening 
audience provided by online readership. 
 
OurOur intention is to present artists’ profiles in an organized and structured way, and will resonate 
far beyond our city’s borders to world-wide relevance. We plan to attract the most talented artists 
and give them space to present their art and tell their stories. In short, we intend to be a        
resource book that’s well-written and well-illustrated, which you will discover for yourself in our 
striking double page spreads of Artists’ Profiles.
 
TheThe Art Book 2018 maintains a careful balance between imagery and editorial content. We will 
have no fluff, no filler. We will do so with a bold, exciting, and inspiring layout and design. This is 
our commitment to you. This valuable art resource will have increased circulation with its mass 
distribution at major art fairs, direct mailing, within our gallery, and online digital ereader.
 
WWe pledge is to appeal to the international art market and keep our fingers on the pulse of the art 
industry. We anticipate that you will enjoy this inaugural issue of The Art Book 2018 and we will 
see you again in our next issue as we present more “creative minds at work.”

INTRODUCTION

Very truly,

Elaine Joseph

Best always,

Michael Joseph



Artists are people who are engaged in creating, practicing, and demonstrating an art. They 
ingenuously express themselves. Have you ever wondered what influences an artist? Or   
wondered what their work space looks like? Or what music they listen to while creating their 
work? Within in this book, we are proud to draw your attention to these contemporary artists that 
have gained importance in the art world. They’re considered to be amongst the best, most 
talented and creative people making art today. Read all about what makes these inspiring people 
just so fascinating and how their artworks offer different inner and hidden meanings.
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Paixao

oil on canvas

39” x 31”

12



Transe

oil on canvas

39” x 31”

“Yes, life is eternal, though from time to time things seem to hibernate and drop into oblivion.”

EntEntrepreneur and painter Simon Abuhab currently lives and works in Brazil. He regards Salvador Dali and Vincent van Gogh as being 

his strongest artistic influences and began his studies in 1985 within the so-called “Van Gogh’s Ear” Group that consisted of 

Francisco Cimino, Rubens Parada Quiroga, Esmeralda Buainain, Milton Pereira, and Gilberto Macrina. Since then, he has gone on to 

win many international prizes for his artwork including a Gold Medal at the Academie Francaise Des Arts Sciences Et Letters. Simon’s 

colorful paintings range in style from abstracts to landscapes. He adds visual zeal to figurative works while maintaining the ability to 

crcreate beautiful nature scenes and interesting thematic pieces. His broad and bold brushstrokes are defining of his work across all 

styles and his ability to select complimentary colors make his creations extremely eye-appealing. He regards his pieces titles 

“Passion,” “Gathering flowers at the Eden Garden,” “Ancient and Modern,” and “Gale” to be among his best work. 

www.simonabuhab.com.br  |  simon@incodiesel.com.br

SIMON ABUHAB
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Vapers and Ash 

oil and mixed media on canvas

54” x 36”
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Within Without

oil and mixed media on canvas

54” x 48”

“I strive to strike a balance between personal introspection and accessibility 
in order to evoke a feeling rather than depict a defined image.”

MarkMark Acetelli was born in Detroit, Michigan. His mother was an oil painter and she both inspired and encouraged Mark to embrace 

his creativity. Mark’s paintings are a detailed chemistry of complexity and spontaneity, lyrical abstraction of frenzied marks, many of 

which previously lay hidden, buried beneath strong layers of self-taught -expression. His artworks are inspired by the intensely 

personal introspective journey of life, from the ever-changing complexities of love, loss, birth and death. He describes the context of 

his work as "Absence and Presence”: someone or something can be physically gone, but the essence still remains. Mark’s pieces 

seekseek to evoke feelings rather than depict defined images. He uses primarily oils and encaustics to create thickly layered canvases 

with emotive bursts of color, creating a world where imagination and reality come together. His work is included in many private and 

corporate collections around the world including those of Universal Studios, Warner Bothers Studios, and Michael Jordan. 

www.acetellifineart.com  |  mark@acetellifineart.com

MARK ACETELLI
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Finding Wings

oil on canvas

30” x 24”
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Wings

oil on canvas

30” x 24”

“My creative quest is to create art that speaks to the essence of my subjects being.”

LaurieLaurie Yeates Adams is an artist who lives and works in North Carolina. Laurie has been painting or drawing for more than twenty 

years and has perfected her craft by partaking in numerous workshops and classes. She initially painted traditional figurative subject 

matter, but over the last six years, she has moved her direction, often using the figure to a point of abstraction. Laurie’s process for 

painting varies; sometimes she has an idea for a piece before she starts working, and other times she simply begins to create, one 

brush stroke and layer at a time. As she works, she is always looking for ways to find and lose edges, play with layers and texture, 

andand delve into new and interesting color combinations. Laurie plans to continue exploring the nature of abstraction and to further 

push herself beyond her current boundaries.

www.laurieyeatesadams.com  |  laurieyadams@gmail.com

LAURIE YEATES ADAMS
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Jazz Dreams

digital art

32” x 60”
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Curious Blue

digital art

32” x 60”

“These gently animated pictures lead us directly to physical and mental experience;
 you have to stop to see that each picture is gently moving, breathing.”

StanStan Adard is an artist who hails from Schaffhausen, Switzerland, and is regarded as a pioneer in contemporary digital flow art. He is 

internationally recognized for his "breathing pictures," a genre he developed in 2014. Stan works with 3D modeling and rendering 

software to create his artwork. Each picture consists of a series of individual frames that are brought together as an animation. In 

order to create the "breathing effect" within his digital art, Stan developed an algorithm specifically for this project that mimics human 

breathing patterns. Stand holds a Masters degree in Education and Social Psychology and he is passionate about the interplay 

betweenbetween man and machine. As the former owner and director of an international software company, he understands the evolving ca-

pabilities of digital software and the artwork that it can create.

www.stanadard.com  |  stan@astradream.com

STAN ADARD
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Svora Borzoi Babs

oil on canvas

60” x 48”
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Mimi

oil on canvas

36” x 36”

“My technique is achieved by using the skills developed over a long career in fashion      
illustration and combining them with traditional oil portraiture tenants.”

BarbaraBarbara Tyler Ahlfield is an artist who is continually inspired by fashion and films. Barbara grew up in Rochester, New York and now 

lives in Baltimore, Maryland, where she currently has a studio. She studied at the Rochester Memorial Art Gallery, Ohio State Univer-

sity, and Columbus College of Art and Design. She was a highly published award-winning fashion illustrator for over three decades 

and her work appeared almost daily in newspapers across the United States. Today, her fashion illustrations are sold as prints all over 

the world. She cites Sargent, Boldini, Waterhouse, and John White Alexander as major artistic influences. Barbara’s career transi-

tionedtioned from illustration to fine art several years ago. The somewhat “fantasized” realism presented in her work is a key description in 

her specialty: glamour portraits and portraits of people with their pets. She is currently a member of several artist groups and 

galleries, and she has won many awards for her creative works. 

www.barbaratylerahlfield.com  |  fashionillustrator@icloud.com

BARBARA TYLER AHLFIELD
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We Two Together

bronze

12” x 13” x 10”
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Cubed

pigmented resin in 9 pieces

48” x 48” x 48”

“The best art engages, generates discussion, and brings about change.”

ForFor over twenty years, Michael Alfano has been creating fine art sculpture that is figurative-based, surreal, and philosophical. He 

sculpts in clay, then casts in bronze and other materials. Michael first studied at the Art Students League of New York and continued 

at Boston University. He has created dozens of commissioned public sculptures and portraits, which earned him the headline 

“Sculptor with a Social Conscience.” They include George Brown at the Boston Marathon starting line, the Holocaust Monument in 

Jericho, NY, five sculptures at the Boston Museum of Science, Anwar Sadat, and Senator Edward Kennedy. Michael’s work is 

exhibitedexhibited in galleries, private collections, parks, and museums worldwide. At juried shows, he has earned over sixty awards, including 

“Sculptor of the Year.” The New York Times, Boston Globe, and AP have covered his work. Originally from Long Island, NY, Michael 

now resides in Hopkinton, Massachusetts.

www.michaelalfano.com  |  mail@michaelalfano.com

MICHAEL ALFANO
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Tangerine Skies

water media on paper

30” x 40”
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Peacock

water media on paper

30” x 40”

“Art happens in the space between the abstract and the real.”

ChristineChristine Alfery is a dynamic artist who has been in demand since she began selling her artwork in the 1960’s. In the 1990’s, she was 

a popular creative force on the national interior design scene. As her style has evolved through the years, each fresh expression has 

been greeted with enthusiasm from collectors. Christine’s work has been displayed in museums, galleries, and in corporate and 

private collections throughout the United States. Christine’s artistic style shows a maturity that comes from her lifetime of creative ex-

ploration. Her imagery is filled with lively iconic symbols, which enable her to integrate the real with the playfulness of the abstract. 

Christine holds thChristine holds three postgraduate degrees from the University of Wisconsin-Madison in the Fine Arts and is a signature member of 

six national watercolor societies. She has won sixty-five national awards and has been involved in over sixty publications.

www.christinealfery.net  |  cealfery@gmail.com

CHRISTINE ALFERY
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Don Maloney & Bengal Tiger

oil on canvas

40” x 30”
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 Majestic Ballet

oil on canvas

30” x 40”

“In the twenty-first century, I believe humankind and art 
have become alienated from nature.”

SusanSusan Andreasen graduated from the Parsons School of Design in Fashion Design and Illustration where she was privileged to study 

with Andy Warhol and Murray Tinkleman. Her work in fashion illustration at Fairchild Publications led to her appointment as Art 

Director at Nadler & Larimer Advertising Agency.  After her distinguished advertising career, Susan changed her professional direction 

to painting portraits with a unique perspective incorporating humans and endangered species. Environmentalist and endangered 

species advocate, Andreasen has promoted green consumerism and environmental awareness through her artwork for over a 

decade.decade. A portion of Andreasen’s sales is donated to an environmental or endangered species related charity. An eco-artist creating 

paintings of endangered or extinct animals situated in their natural surroundings, Susan is the only artist to combine human images, 

sometimes a celebrity, with an endangered animal using portraiture. The paintings pose the question: who is endangered? – animals 

or humans, or perhaps, both.

www.susanandreasen.com  |  susan@andreasenassociates.com

SUSAN ANDREASEN
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Belle Bleue

mixed media

40” x 30”
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Untitled

mixed media

20” x 20”

“My art is designed to cause people to reflect that there is promise of
redemption through adversity.”

Religion,Religion, ancient mythology, and classical figuration are keystones to Anomia's art. As a young child she was taught drawing at 

Carnegie Mellon University, and absorbed the models of an established set of artistic standards, the enduring quality of traditional 

workmanship of the first rank, usually of Greek and Roman antiquity.  Her knowledge of the classics increased upon earning her 

Master's degree from Knox Theological Seminary. Anomia can be inspired by a phrase to create art, where the title of a piece is par-

ticularly revealing.  If you understand the title, you'll comprehend her art.  She produces art that adheres to critical standards and em-

phasizes balance, formal simplicity, and controlled emotion. Anomia prefers symmetry and subject matter not commonly seen from 

her contemporaries, which are selling points of distinction for collectors.  She is particularly interested in symbolism. She currently 

designs modern art in textiles, mosaics, and stained glass.

www.anomiaart.com  |  coollady3579@gmail.com

ANOMIA
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Dun

layered metal and acrylic

29” x 38” x 4”
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Fledge

layered metal and acrylic

29” x 67” x 4”

“My work, both in art and architecture, is an ongoing exploration of the concept of layers.”

LawLawrence R. Armstrong is a licensed architect who holds two Bachelor’s degrees from Kent State University. Turning his attentions 

to fine art, Lawrence is now known for layering canvas and glass to create shapely, abstract assemblages. His creations have been 

featured in a variety of media including Coast Magazine -The Architecture Issue: The Da Vinci Mode, Art in America Magazine - 2016 

Annual Guide, and Laguna Beach Art Magazine - 20 Artists You Should Know. For his accomplishments as both a CEO and an artist, 

he has been recognized with several awards, including the Sandro Botticelli Prize, Artavita’s Certificate of Excellence, and ATIM 

MastersMasters Award. The paintings and sculptures of Lawrence R. Armstrong represent an ongoing exploration of the concept of layers: 

both how they interact and intersect with one another and the meanings contained within. Lawrence currently lives in San Clemente, 

California, and his artwork has been shown both nationally and internationally via exhibitions in Madrid, Milan, Bologna, Florence, 

Rome, Mira, Vienna, Toronto, New York, Miami, Fort Lauderdale, and California.

www.lraart.com  |  larmstrong@waremalcomb.com

LAWRENCE R. ARMSTRONG
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The Blue Moon

palette knife and mixed media on canvas

24” x 24”
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The White Moon

palette knife and mixed media on canvas

24” x 24”

“When science, senses, and sprit converge, time bends into possibility.”

ArrachmeArrachme is a consistently published award-winning artist living in Florida, USA. She says that her paintings have grown up like 

children leaving home; they now take their suitcases and go on tour by themselves to museums, always in exhibits for worthy causes. 

Her work continues to be collected internationally. Her body of work called, The Peaceful World Series, is a tale of possibility tapping 

into “other” vertical dimensions existing in this same moment of time. Arrachme described how she discovered a system in which 

the viewer’s optic experience is not limited to what is obvious on the two-dimensional surface. This discovery took her on a journey 

toto another level where time did not stand still but it would bend in on itself. In essence, she is painting the place where the senses 

converge with time.  She said that if you look close at an original and lean forward, you can pass though into the gentle moons. Winds 

and clouds swirl, caress and nurture you. Where there is music, let the sounds take your senses into the open seas.

www.arrachmeart.com  |  info@arrachmeart.com 

ARRACHME
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Demand Democracy

acrylic on canvas

40” x 30”
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Lady Liberty Resist

acrylic on canvas

60” x 48”

“My art is about Mother Earth: its symbols, myths, and icons of the divine women,
the beauty of natural environment, and social justice.”

DDr. Kyra Belán is an artist, author, mythologist, and art historian who graduated from Arizona State University with a B.F.A. in Fine 

Arts. She went on to earn her M.F.A. in Visual Arts at Florida State University and attained her Ed. D. from Florida International Univer-

sity in Higher Education and Art History. Kyra’s artworks have enjoyed over sixty solo exhibitions and more than one hundred group 

exhibitions. She has received numerous awards and her creations can be found in public and private collections. Kyra is also the 

author of several articles, a novel, and textbooks. She is presently the Otto M. Burkhardt Endowed Chair and Professor of Art and Art 

HistoryHistory Emerita at Broward College. She was also the founding art gallery director at the college where she coordinated the Seminole 

Arts and Culture Project from 2007 to 2009. Kyra is a frequent exhibitor and conference presenter and is currently working on a series 

of artworks that focus on social issues and politics. 

www.kyrabelan.com  |  kyrabelan2013@gmail.com

KYRA BELÁN
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Lucy

candy wrapper collage

24” x 20”
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Willie

candy wrapper collage

24” x 24”

“A work of art should arouse one’s senses on a multitude of levels.”

LauraLaura Benjamin is an artist and teacher who has been creating for over fifty years. A native New Yorker, Laura studied at the American 

University and received a BFA followed by an MA in Art Education from NYU. Laura free-lanced as a textile designer for home furnish-

ings and apparel and she works with a multitude of mediums. In the 1990s, Laura started creating digital art and combined the digital 

images with physical canvases to make innovative collages. In 2008, she participated in a juried show that requested pieces which 

portrayed gluttony. She used candy wrappers to express the concept and, ever since, candy themes have become staples of her 

artwork. Laura is curartwork. Laura is currently represented by The White Room Gallery in New York and Artblend Gallery in Florida. She is affiliated with 

the Artists Alliance of East Hampton and East End Arts Council in Riverhead, New York. Her images have also been published in 

Ripley’s Believe It or Not!

www.laurabenjaminart.com  |  laurasart@aol.com

LAURA BENJAMIN
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Spirit of the Sea

acrylic on canvas with resin

45” x 54”
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Oceanic Hues

acrylic on canvas with resin

39” x 41”

“I choose to respond to postmodern deconstruction by celebrating beauty, rebirth, and human agency.” 

AbstractAbstract painter Barbara Bilotta has earned many awards and accolades for her art. She currently divides her time between Long 

Island, New York, and Miami, Florida, two places that are deeply influenced by coastal geography and modern architecture. The con-

trasting elements of the city and the seacoast appear in many of Barbara’s large-scale creations, and continue in her palette that 

symbolizes intense colors and earth tones, as well as hard and soft material and forms that strike a balance between delicacy and 

boldness. Barbara’s art conveys visual layers that emanate what she refers to as “Elemental Strength.”  Her goal is to create a 

palpablepalpable sense of physicality heightened by the size of the work. Her combination of hard acrylic and soft resin creates an interesting 

tension that invites consideration of the process of composition. 

www.barbarabilotta.com  |  barbarabilotta@optonline.net

BARBARA BILOTTA
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Moonlight I

mixed media on canvas

40” x 30”
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Hope II

mixed media on canvas

12” x 12”

“When looking at my art, this is not what you are looking at 
that makes an impression, this is what you see.”

InspiInspired by a desire to express the beauty of natural, Thérèse Boisclair captures the atmospheric sensations of landscapes in alluring 

abstract works of art. The artist enjoys combining the bold colors of acrylic painting with the fragility of tissue paper to achieve a 

myriad textures, unexpected patterns, and translucent effects. Boisclair, who lives in Ottawa Canada, has acquired expertise in many 

different artistic mediums which have all contributed to her expansive visual vocabulary. About her current focus she said, the 

textures, bold colors, light and transparency continue to fascinate her.  Boisclair’s abstract landscapes have been seen in numerous 

exhibitionsexhibitions in Canada, Europe and the U.S. Her art work can be found in many private and public collections throughout the world. 

Among the many accolades she has received include receiving “Best of Show” in an exhibition held at the Estense Castle in Ferrarra, 

Italy and during the 1st edition of the Naples Prize for Contemporary Art organized by the Monteoliveto Galleria in Naples, Italy.

www.tboisclair.com  |  info@tboisclair.com

THÉRÈSE BOISCLAIR
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The Empress

mixed media on canvas

60” x 36”
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The Gentle Rose

mixed media on canvas

48” x 36”

“These pieces are not only astonishingly and uncommonly beautiful, 
but they are one of a kind with no reproductions.”

GinaGina Muxó Ramos is a self-taught artist who lives in Miami, Florida. She currently works alongside Orestes Bouzon, an artist who 

studied at the Academy of Art San Alejandro in Cuba. Gina and Orestes met via the art scene. They quickly became friends and 

decided to create a series together. The collaboration between these two artists was subsequently named “Bouzón ∞ Muxó”. 

Orestes, a globally established and widely exhibited artist, is inspired by joyous masquerades, festivals, characters, costumes, and 

colors. Together, he and Gina mix acrylics and oils to create abstract blends of reality and fantasy. Prior to beginning each piece of 

artwork,artwork, Gina and Orestes discuss image, color, what they want the painting to portray, and its relevance to its surroundings. Gina 

and Orestes are both inspired by color and enjoy creating positive and happy artwork. Their main goal in the near future is to have 

their work be recognized worldwide and sought after by collectors and galleries. 

www.BouzonMuxo.com  |  artbyginaramos@gmail.com

BOUZÓN∞MUXÓ
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Kiwi Tree 

mixed media on board

72” x 44”
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Edge of Silence

mixed media on board

84” x 48”

“Imagination is hard to explain, it took a long time to realize
 that I was expressing my subconscious through my paintings.”

PainterPainter Mike Browne was born in Pensacola and raised in Naples, Florida. Having been brought up around water, Mike took up 

surfing, fishing, and sailing at a young age and he now regards water as a key artistic influence. When he was eleven years old, 

Gerhard Meling stayed with Mike’s family and taught him about cubism and how to artistically and abstractly express his imagination. 

As a boy, Mike was also inspired by Paul Arsenault who he often watched painting. Mike began his artistic career working as a 

designer in the surfing industry for well-known names such as Bob Hurley and Joe Knoernschild. His art is largely inspired by real-life 

situations,situations, experiences, and emotions and each of his pieces conveys an abstract story of his fantastical life. Mike has traveled all 

over the world exploring nature, art, and culture. His work has earned the favor of collectors, critics, and other artists due to its unique 

style and powerful visual impact. 

www.artmike.net  |  naplesmike@live.com

MIKE BROWNE
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Canyon 

oil on canvas

36” x 24”
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Untitled Gray 1

oil on canvas

36” x 18”

“Color is very interesting and I apply the color as I see it and blend it                                                          
in a way that looks and feels good to me.”

Self-taughtSelf-taught and colorblind artist Michael Cababe was born in New Jersey in 1968. Heavily inspired by both the bustle of New York 

City and the tranquility of Northern New Jersey, Michael’s artwork is focused on the use of negative space, line, texture, and color, 

which he uses in combination as tools of expression. After earning a Bachelors’ Degree in Fine Art from Columbia College in Chicago, 

Michael began his artistic journey and dabbled in various mediums, including acrylic and watercolor paints as well as colored ink. 

Michael typically works with a highly textured canvas, board, or paper with very diluted paints and inks that enable him to layer and 

blendblend the color to a point of confusion and movement. His artworks have been displayed in over twenty solo and group exhibitions 

and they are also included in many private collections in the United States and Europe. Moreover, every year Michael donates several 

pieces of art to various charities.

www.cababestudios.com  |  michael@cababestudios.com

CABABE MICHAEL
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Intertwined

pencil on paper

24” x 18”
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Shadows

pencil on paper

24” x 18”

“I pay special attention to emphasizing relationships between lines and shapes, 
as well as patterns that can be created by manipulating them.”

Self-taughtSelf-taught artist Adam Clement began creating geometric abstract drawings as a teenager in the 1970s. Influenced initially by his 

parents, who had strong interests in modern architecture and design, Adam’s artwork is inspired by common objects and materials, 

architecture, machinery, and shapes, lines, and shadows seen throughout everyday experiences. Adam creates his art using only 

colored pencils, a ruler, and a circle template; his drawings never feature any digital elements. His work gained positive feedback 

when he showed it to audiences and he has since gone on to exhibit his creations internationally. Adam still lives in the Hyde Park 

neighborhoodneighborhood of Chicago where he was born and raised. Having served professionally in governmental technology jobs, Adam has 

also worked for The Joyce Foundation charity. He is now enjoying his role as an artist and considers his exhibitions at the Illinois 

Institute of Technology and the Cliff Dwellers Club to be the highlights of his career thus far. 

www.adamclementart.com  |  adamgclement@gmail.com

ADAM CLEMENT
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Life is a Stage

acrylic, resin and glass on canvas

52” x 60”
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Lyrical Burst

acrylic and mixed media on canvas

31” x 24”

“Bold colors, insatiable energy, genuine abandonment, and a constant research of
harmony on the tip of my brush describes my art and process.” 

MayMay Clémenté is a self-taught artist who was born on the beautiful island of Martinique. Primarily known for her abstract style and 

cheerful choice of colors, May mostly works with acrylic paints, coffee pigments, oils, and watercolors. To date, she has exhibited in 

Martinique, New York, Barbados, and Guadeloupe. Color is energy for her, and she surrounds herself with paintings that entertain her 

eyes. After graduating with a degree in Communication from the University of Bordeaux, May worked in New York in the travel 

industry. At present, she is a full-time artist who lives between her native island and Paris. Her artwork is characterized by rich 

palettespalettes and textured surfaces with generous uses of bright, undiluted, and vibrant colors. What often emerges from her work is an 

intriguing combination of abstraction, impressionism, and semi figurative in a constant search for balance. She favors very large 

canvases, which allow for wide brushstrokes, physical engagement, and more intimate contact with the painting. 

www.mayclemente.com  |  may.clemente1@gmail.com

MAY CLEMENTE
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Reality

acrylic, glitter, and other additives on canvas

36" x 36"
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Garden of Eden

acrylic, glitter, and other additives on canvas

36” x 48”

“My paintings fall into a new category of paintings called Abstract Symbolism; 
they are definitely abstract, but everything signifies something.”

PhotographePhotographer, painter, and entrepreneur Grant Cleveland is known for his company, DuneCraft, which creates themed terrariums 

that are inspired, in part, by his love for gardening. Photographing dozens of gardens around the world is another of Cleveland’s 

passions, as is painting, and his creative works have earned him many awards and accolades. As in his business, Cleveland is an 

innovator. In his artist endeavors, he continues to push the envelope both with his accompanying stories and new artistic styles 

and methods. All of Cleveland’s bold and vibrant artwork is personal. The paintings are colorful, symbolic, textured, and sponta-

neous.neous. Cleveland feels that every one of his paintings tells a story, which he typically writes down and adheres to the backs of the 

paintings. He recently published a book containing selected pieces and their corresponding tales. Cleveland’s work has also been 

in several galleries and exhibitions. 

www.dunecraft.com  |  gc@dunecraft.com

GRANT CLEVELAND
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Happiness

acrylic on canvas

8” x 10”
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Love

acrylic on canvas

8” x 10”

“Each image is born from the previous, in an interaction between life and material; 
to see through the surface between heaven and earth.”

GunillaGunilla Daga is a painter whose work is drawn out of private experiences and reaches out in universal terms to touch everyone on 

different levels. Gunilla uses earthy colors in both oils and acrylics on canvas. Her paint is frequently mixed with dry raw pigments to 

create an unique and interesting texture. She had a family life raising two daughters before going into art schools for seven years and 

starting up her artistic career. Gunilla currently lives in Stockholm, Sweden, where she is a member of the Swedish Artists’ National 

Organization, IAA International Association of Art. Educated in Stockholm and Gothenburg, she has exhibited in Paris, Italy, Poland, 

NewNew York, Norway, Slovenia and Sweden. She has also enjoyed art residencies in Spain, France and Brooklyn, New York. Gunilla 

considers her work to be about existence, life, being a human, a woman, and finding her place on earth. 

www.gunilladaga.se |  gunilla.daga@gmail.com

GUNILLA DAGA
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Majestic

acrylic/metallic on canvas

40” x 30”
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Majestic ll

acrylic/metallic on canvas

60” x 30”

“My brushstrokes begin as individual lines, slowly built upon one another
 to create a boldness and depth within the painting.”

EdwaEdward Charles Dai is an artist from Brooklyn, New York, who is both fascinated and inspired by the high-rise buildings that line the 

streets in and around New York City. A self-taught artist who uses the sharp dynamics of the various architectural styles found within 

the city as his muse, Ed distorts his images by simplifying and stretching their boundaries to create a free flowing, semi-abstract 

design. From sketchbook to canvas, Ed freed himself from the linear boundaries and developed his own brushstroke style. Each of 

Ed’s unique pieces exudes a vividness, coupled with powerful and intentional brushstrokes. His cityscapes are painted on large 

canvases.canvases. The bright and bold pieces take over the walls which they hang on and become focal points and conversational pieces. 

Adding exaggerated details and multiple layers of color to complete the composition, Ed creates an emotional and vibrant experience 

for the viewer.

www.ecdstudios.net  |  Ed@ecdstudios.net

ED DAI
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Girls Next Door

oil on canvas

36” x 32”
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Woman in Orange

oil on canvas

30” x 40”

“Whatever catches my eye, I feel I have to understand it better 
and be empathetic with it.”

PortraitPortrait painter Yolanta Desjardins has an appreciation for interesting and beautiful objects. Born in Augsburg, Germany, Yolanta was 

inspired by her mother--a Holocaust survivor--who dressed her in beautiful clothes which enticed her visual senses from a young age. 

Soon fascinated with color and style, Yolanta naturally became interested in the arts. Heavily inspired by nature in all its forms, she 

learned how to work with oil paint while attending the New Orleans Academy of Fine Arts. When creating, her process begins with a 

thumbnail sketch of what attracts her and then develops the composition. Yolanta’s creativity continually challenges and inspires her; 

akinakin to a never-ending learning process. Interpreting life and capturing its unique light and energy is key to her artwork. Thus far, the 

highpoint of Yolanta’s career has been painting Australian poet A. D. Hope which is now part of the National Library of Australia’s col-

lection. She currently splits her time between Sydney, Australia, and Nova Scotia, Canada. 

www.yolanta.co  |  dyolanta@gmail.com

YOLANTA DESJARDINS
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Saxophone Wind

acrylic on  canvas

48” x 36”
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Crazy Kitchen

acrylic on canvas

36” x 48”

“I believe in genuine art, which is unrepeatable and that is born from within people.”

AsbelAsbel Gomez Dumpierre is a Cuban-born artist who currently lives and works in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Asbel has a degree in Fine 

Art and he finds inspiration in nature and daily life. He is enthralled by the Cuban art of the 1980s and influenced by art linked to post-

modernity and transvanguardia. He regards Bosco, Rubens, Picasso, and Chagal as some of his biggest influences. Asbel has been 

interested in the arts since early childhood and he is also a fan of poetry and symbolism. He incorporates these interests into his oil 

and acrylic paintings as well as his wood and clay sculptures. Asbel has won many awards and achieved much praise, but he contin-

uouslyuously strives to improve as an artist and seek out additional opportunities. Presently, his primary focus is introducing his artwork to 

the United States and hopes to ultimately exhibit his creations worldwide.  

www.dumpierreart.com  |  ivorlevy@yahoo.com

ASBEL GOMEZ DUMPIERRE
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Gratitude

acrylic on canvas

36" x 24"
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Sumptuous

acrylic on paper

24” x 18”

“The feel of a bamboo and goat hair brush dipped in ink and gliding across a painting              
provides a warm comfort and sense of familiarity.”

TTristina Dietz Elmes is an American mixed media artist. The daughter of a Chinese linguist, she was raised in Asia in the 1960’s and 

1970’s where her first languages were English, Chinese, and Korean. While living abroad, she soaked up the Asian culture, developed 

an appreciation for the ancient arts around her, and formed an innate sense of balance and color. Tristina’s calligraphic artworks 

exude an artistic and stylized flow of movement; sometimes the characters represent “words” and other times more of a “feeling.” 

Primarily a unique language all her own, Tristina’s Asian style scripts are a melding of ancient and modern Chinese, Japanese, and 

KoKorean characters. From her studio in South Florida, Tristina paints and teaches about art. She is also a long-time member of the 

Broward Art Guild, where she has won numerous awards. Tristina is represented by ArtBlend Gallery and International Gallery.org.

www.DietzArt.gallery  |  Tristina@DietzArt.com

TRISTINA DIETZ ELMES
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Ripple

digital photomontage - dye-sublimation on aluminum

40” x 30”
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Harbor

digital photomontage - dye-sublimation on aluminum

30” x 40”

“Using original photographs of my environment, I transform them into images 
and patterns with dimensional effects to reflect modern life.”

JaniceJanice Everett is a British-born, Brooklyn-based artist and designer who earned a MA at The Royal College of Art in London. She 

moved to New York City to pursue a career in the fashion industry and was a presence in the downtown Manhattan artist scene in 

the late 1970’s, where she took photographs of the city, wrote songs and poetry, and made hand-woven scarves and fabrics. These 

early interests led her to create several series of fiber art pieces. Janice presently focuses her artistic work on combining photography 

and surface design to create work that is digitally based. Janice is associated with Arts Gowanus Brooklyn and Artblend. She 

regularlyregularly displays her work at various venues and regards exhibiting at ArtExpo NY as a highlight of her career. Within the next five 

years, she hopes that her work will continue to be shown in major art shows and attract both collectors and commissions. 

www.janiceeverett.com  |  janicee289@gmail.com

JANICE EVERETT
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Pink (Black)

oil on canvas

50” x 47”
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Black Lodge

oil & acrylic on canvas

68” x 93”

“Progression isn't a goal, it's a journey.”

AmericanAmerican artist Kenneth “Kenny” Faith was born in Altoona, Pennsylvania, in 1989 and now lives in Brooklyn New York. Inspired by 

artists such as Louise Fishman, Wasilly Kandinsky, Donald Judd, Jackson Pollock, and Francis Bacon, Kenny began painting in the 

summer of 2009. He received an MFA in Painting from Brooklyn College in 2017 and a degree in Studio Art from the College of 

Charleston in 2013. With imagination rooted in historical study and progression of modern art, Kenny is creatively unafraid to 

reference influence. Hence, diversification in output becomes thematic and reflective of his view of life in modern America. Kenny’s 

artart reflects an interior world of disguise, whimsy, color, and form. His large-scale artwork received instant praise during his first show 

in Pennsylvania and, since then, he has been gaining popularity.

www.kennyfaithart.com  |  kennyfaithart@gmail.com

KENNY FAITH
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Soul

mixed media acrylic on canvas

30” x 20”
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Learn to Fly

mixed media acrylic on canvas and wood

48” x 90”

“Like colors, you can always change and become a better version of yourself.”

ArtistArtist Gustavo Fernandez was born and raised in Caracas, Venezuela, and studied graphic design at Caracas Design Institute. 

Drawing has been his primary passion from the time he was a young boy and he is inspired by life and places such as the beach, the 

theater, and the cinema. His paintings include ample color, textures, and materials including cut wood, lasers, acrylic sheets, and 

birds. Gustavo has dedicated his life to the arts since 1995. He is known for seamlessly blending fine chromatic use with the applica-

tion of relief and textures. This offers the viewer an attractive, positive, and sometimes tri-dimensional visual experience. His talent 

lieslies precisely in reinventing his work and he constantly strives to push all limits, without indulging in excess, while maintaining an 

almost spiritual harmony. He is proud to admit that his whole world revolves around art; when he is not painting, he is mentally 

crafting new projects and taking care of his social networks. 

www.gustavofernandezart.com  |  gustavofernandezart@gmail.com

GUSTAVO FERNANDEZ
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Whiplash

acrylic on canvas

40” x 30”
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Motown

acrylic on canvas

36” x 36”

“I find challenge and excitement in an empty canvas as I begin 
to translate paintings from my head into a piece of art.”

LaudedLauded artist Dorothy Fox is always searching for her personal and authentic style and technique. She finds challenges and excite-

ment in an empty canvas with a goal of creating dynamic and balanced compositions. Dorothy carefully chooses her colors, and 

places her brush strokes and expressive lines with care. To date, painting the figure with Issac Soyer at the New School in New York 

City, and studying drawing with Graham Nickson, Dean of the Studio School, were inspirational highlights of her career in the arts. 

Also among her influences has been time painting with Miles Lavanthall at the Boca Raton Museum Art School. Before becoming a 

workingworking artist, Dorothy held careers in teaching and executive recruiting. She began her artistic journey by learning the techniques 

of handling the flow and energy of watercolors. Recently, she has been painting with acrylic on both paper and canvas while reaching 

for new expressions of color and design. Whatever the subject, Dorothy’s driving goal is to find its essence by the use of expressive, 

rhythmic line, always experimenting and adjusting. 

www.dorothyfox.com  |  dorothycfox@aol.com

DOROTHY FOX
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Trapped in Beauty

acrylic on board

24” x 24”
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Meltdown

acrylic on board

24” x 24”

“My compositions want to envelope viewers with voluminous, gem-colored forms
which delicately ascend and dance across the canvas.”

AnnaAnna G. Franklin was born in Italy and came to the United States when she was a teenager. Although she initially struggled to learn 

English, she went on to attain two Master's degrees and several post-graduate studies diplomas. After retiring from a career in 

teaching, Anna became a full-time artist and gained many accolades and awards for her work. Her strongest artistic influences are 

Vincent van Gogh, Edward Hopper, Andrew Wyeth, Winslow Homer, and Jackson Pollack. Anna likes to diversify her style and she 

frequently uses different techniques, media, canvas, paper, board, pastels, and more. She is strongly attracted to the beauty in nature 

andand its glorious colors. Her artwork strives to find a poetic purity of form with dynamic expressions of iconographic visions of nature; 

her cascading style of painting creates dazzling surfaces with exuberant bursts of hues and shapes that enables viewers to imagine 

swimming in a sea of color.

www.annafranklinart.com  |  annagfranklin@hotmail.com

ANNA G. FRANKLIN
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Prosperity

powdered glass fired on hand cut copper - enamel

60” x 72”
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Change of Seasons

powdered glass fired on hand cut copper - enamel

24” x 60”

“My hope is with each piece to the raise the temperature in the room and 
give the viewer a chance to take a deep breath and relax.”

TTanya Garvis loves living and working on the lakeside of Deephaven, Minnesota. She attended the University of Minnesota and 

graduated with degrees in Marketing and Psychology. Although she appreciated and collected fine art, Tanya did not start 

creating her own pieces until she left the business world more than a decade ago. Tanya is an enamellist. Each piece of copper 

is hand-cut and fired with powdered glass. One piece can be all that is needed to complete a work of art, or hundreds of compo-

nents added together to complete a large ensemble. Regarded as a rebel in the enameling world, Tanya has developed her own 

intuitiveintuitive style. She is influenced by nature, color, architecture, and traveling and considers the support of her family to be 

paramount to her success. Six galleries represent Tanya and her work is in more than twenty hospitals across the United States, 

including the prestigious Mayo Clinic. 

www.tanyagarvis.com  |  tanyagarvis@gmail.com

TANYA GARVIS
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Oxygen I

acrylic on canvas

39” x 39”
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Oxygen II

acrylic on canvas

39” x 39”

“My artistic urges are enriched by my experiences traveling around the world and
observing the colors, sounds, and atmospheres of different cities.” 

SeSerge Gauya was born in Switzerland to parents who were painters, musicians, and antiquarians. Serge studied music theory and 

piano as well as drawing and painting. He has been a lauded musician since the age of fifteen and is the founder of a music publish-

ing, production, and events company. In 2013, he created an internet radio station specializing in Latin music. Serge started painting 

and drawing seriously in 2012. His artwork has been intentionally exhibited in several galleries and museums, including the Louvre 

Museum Complex, the MAMAG Museum, and the United Nations Headquarters. In 2016 at the Biennale of Contemporary Art in 

Cannes,Cannes, France, Serge received an award for his expressive ideas. Shortly thereafter, he was awarded the Colosseo Prize in Rome. 

In 2017, he received the Galileo Galilei Prize in Pisa, Italy. Serge Gauya has also officially represented Swiss contemporary art in 

Kuwait, Paraguay, and Egypt. 

www.sergegauya-art.com  |  info@sergegauya.com

SERGE GAUYA
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In the Beginning

encaustic wax, oil pigment, ink and pan pastels

30” x 30”
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After Awhile

encaustic wax, oil pigment, ink and pan pastels

30” x 30”

“Color spills out of my subconscious, it is my greatest strength.”

CarylCaryl Gordon is an abstract painter who is known for her bold and colorful style. Caryl earned a Bachelor of Fine Arts Degree from 

Cooper Union in NYC and has a background in painting, printmaking, and photography. After discovering encaustic paintings in a 

Santa Fe museum, she researched the hot-wax technique and enrolled in workshops to master the medium. Her compositions are 

wildly inventive, with otherworldly landscapes brought down-to-earth by utilizing organic textures interspersed with geometric 

shapes. She is constantly discovering new ways to manipulate the wax, which can be applied as thin as watercolor paint and as thick 

asas concrete. It can also be carved into like clay or blown with a heat gun to create drips, waves, and other dramatic effects. Caryl 

starts each piece without preconceptions and allows her intuition to dictate the final results. 

www.carylgordon.com  |  carylgordonartist@hotmail.com

CARYL GORDON
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Vogue I

iron, glass and aluminum

necklace 193” x 12” x 8”, earrings 22” x 10” x 8” 
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Serie - Tecomates and Guajes #35, #40 and #41

plants and acrylic

#35 - 9.5” x 7.5” x7”, #40 - 15” x 14” x 14”, and #41 -11” x 12” x 13” 

“My purpose is to use, recover, and recycle waste material so I can underline the contrast 
between the materials, each of which has its own cultural and spiritual content.”

BeckyBecky Guttin was born and raised in Mexico City. When she was a child, her parents frequently exposed her to art museums, conver-

sations about the arts, reading, and meeting with artists. Becky earned a degree in Mexico City as a Hebrew and Yiddish teacher. 

After some years of teaching, she asked for a Sabbatical year and promptly started consciously practicing art and leading art therapy 

workshops in San Diego, where she currently resides. Becky has been a guest lecturer all over the world. She has received seven art 

prizes and has participated in seventeen International Art Symposia and in fourteen Art Biennales. Her work has been featured in thir-

ty-four solo exhibitions around the world. To date, forty-four of her pieces belong to permanent collections in museums and in private 

and public spaces such as universities, consulates, sculpture parks, cultural centers, hospitals, schools, and more. She currently 

creates sculpture, drawings, photography, installations, and videos in her independent studio. 

www.beckyguttin.com  |  beckyguttin@gmail.com

BECKY GUTTIN
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Antheia

mixed media on canvas

30” x 24”
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Windswept

acrylic on canvas

18” x 36”

“I think art is the number one driving force in any culture, 
and where ideas are born and nourished.”

AAward-winning artist Stephen Kenneth Hackley lives and works in Richardson, Texas, where he creates art that is heavily inspired by 

natural elements such as the sky, water, flowers, and sunsets. An artist since childhood, Stephen is affiliated with the Amsterdam 

Whitney Gallery in New York, Orison's Gallery in Texas, ArtBlend in Florida, and he was recently approached by a gallery in Paris, France. 

Stephen credits a lauded, self-taught artist named Jim Warren as serving as his mentor. Initially, he only used paint to create his colorful 

artwork but, as the years went on, he expanded his technique to include other materials such as metal leaf, crushed marble, mineral 

elements,elements, and epoxy resins. Stephen typically gains ideas for new artwork several times a day and he hopes to work with more galleries 

around the world soon, and would especially like to see his work incorporated into architectural projects in both the corporate and public 

sectors. He recognizes the power of social media and is actively embracing the virtual realm to help promote his work. 

www.stephenhackley.com  |  stephen@stephenhackley.com

STEPHEN KENNETH HACKLEY
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Hidden Meaning

acrylic on canvas

48” x 48”
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Maximal Joy

acrylic on canvas

36” x 48”

“My works are a dance with spontaneity, nature, and what lies beneath.”

JolieJolie Harris is an expressionist process painter whose work features chance patterns and visuals derived from the natural world. Now 

based in Cincinnati, Ohio and Delray Beach, Florida, Jolie studied at the California College of Design, The Art Academy of Cincinnati, 

and the Boca Raton Museum of Art School. She has exhibited her work in solo and group shows at galleries, universities, and alterna-

tive spaces throughout the United States. Built layer on layer, Jolie’s works draw the viewer into intricate, richly textured, and expres-

sive surfaces executed with acrylic paints and gels, hand painted papers, and modeling paste which are carved and incised using 

tools and brushes. An avowed colorist, Jolie paints in both vibrant and subdued hues to create visceral and lyrical compositions 

comprised of organic and biomorphic shapes. She is currently exhibiting in Cincinnati, Ohio, and South Florida. 

www.jolieharris.com  |  jolie@jolieharris.com

JOLIE HARRIS
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As Evening Set In

oil on etched aluminum

30” x 40”
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Starboard

oil on etched aluminum

36” x 48”

“I have always loved and been influenced by the impressionists, and 
consider my style more impressionistic than anything.”

ScottScott Harris was born in Fargo, North Dakota, and now lives in North Carolina. He earned a BA in Visual Arts from Brevard College, 

where he first experimented with painting on aluminum due to its flexible surface. As the process evolved, he discovered the reflec-

tive quality of the material added depth and movement to his art. He enjoys creating imagery that exhibits the contrast between a 

warm, organic image on a cold, industrial surface. Scott has been a full-time artist since 2007 and has been featured in several publi-

cations including Carolina Home and Gardens and Greensboro Monthly. He has completed many personal and corporate commis-

sions. A fourteen-foot mobile hangs in the PNC Building in Raleigh, a sixteen-foot sculpture is the centerpiece of NorthPark 

commercial development, and he completed sculptures for several Tanger Outlets. Scott’s paintings are displayed at the Raleigh 

Convention Center, the Durham Center, and in galleries throughout the United States. 

www.harrisdesignstudios.com  |  scott@harrisdesignstudios.com

SCOTT HARRIS
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Many Waters Cannot Quench Love

acrylic on canvas

60” x 48”
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If I Have Not Love, I Have Nothing

acrylic on canvas

48” x 36”

“There is a beautiful randomness that occurs in nature,
and I try to recreate it in my work.”

HeitmannHeitmann has been painting for all his life. Although he has had no formal training, he comes from three generations of artists and 

has found much inspiration via the nature that sounds his studio in Sylvan Lake, New York. His style is constantly evolving but he 

tends to favor vibrant paints on canvas. He is frequently seen at art shows and fairs where he enjoys the opportunity to exchange 

ideas with other artists. Nature is Heitmann’s biggest source of inspiration and he is enthralled by flowers, swaying grasses, lakes, 

oceans, sand, and trees. His art is bright and cheerful so it tends to elicit smiles from viewers. Moreover, many of his pieces are “sets” 

whichwhich make them ideal for collecting. Heitmann is currently working on creating a multi-pronged approach to selling his work via art 

shows, galleries, designers, commissions, and a website. He is presently represented by Artblend Gallery and plans to continue 

painting for many years to come. 

www.heitmannart.com  |  heitmannart@aol.com

HEITMANN
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Blended Realities

acrylic on canvas

26” x 26”
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Rough Waters

acrylic on canvas

32” x 32”

“I've been creating as long as I can remember; it is just something I have to do.”

MelissaMelissa Hin resides in Miller Place, New York. Melissa is inspired by color and the emotions evoked through combinations of 

color and application. Her technique involves layering a multitude of colors and her completed artworks have been displayed at 

various galleries and private collections in the United States and the United Kingdom. Melissa serves as board member for 

several art organizations and she has acted as juror and curator for various exhibits. In 2013, she established MDH Creative En-

terprises, a working studio where artists of all skill levels receive instruction fine-tuning their techniques. Melissa is currently 

signedsigned with a publisher and is working on illustrating a series of children's books. She is also working on paintings in both repre-

sentational and contemporary styles. She considers being chosen to produce two large wall murals at Mather Hospital in Port 

Jefferson, New York, to be a great honor

www.mhinart.com  |  hins@optonline.net

MELISSA HIN
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Weaves

woven metal (copper/aluminum) tapestries with transferred images and sealed with resin

10” x 48” each panel 
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Bursting Apart

transfer onto a copper sheet and covered with acrylic resin

30” x 30”

“My art is like jazz because it has an underlying unity with infinite variety and possibilities.”

Self-taughtSelf-taught mixed-media artist Jeri Holt found her passion in sculpting before a wrist injury forced her to give it up. While recovering 

from a near-death experience several years later, she discovered digital creation. Holt currently explores the depths of colors, 

textures, and patterns possible within digital media and the images she creates are a combination of digital and traditional methods. 

Holt initially worked solely within her computer, but now combines metal, copper, and aluminum with transferred prints of her digital 

imagery. Holt’s work illustrates the complexity and fluid movement of life in vibrating colors and luminescence images. By melding 

metalmetal and images, the visual and visceral impact creates an emotional reaction in a real-world space. The vast majority of her pieces 

are finished with acrylic resin which she also uses to develop textured treatments. The final results, she feels, gives the artworks their 

imperfections and allure which perfectly reflect what it means to be human. 

www.jeriholt.com  |  info@jeriholt.com

JERI HOLT
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Texture Attack

semi-gloss print on aluminum

40” x 30”
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Cascading Color II

semi-gloss print on aluminum

30” x 40”

“These abstract images allow the viewer to question, and decide
for themselves my artistic intention.”

CherylCheryl Hrudka was born in Indiana and moved to Chicago after college, where she worked in the healthcare field. Her personal expe-

riences and her knowledge of the medical field contributed to her interest in using photography to positively enhance the surround-

ings of others. In 2009, Cheryl changed directions in her artistic endeavors and began using some of her photographs to create 

unique abstract images using the computer and various software applications. As computer software evolved, her ability improved 

at a corresponding rate. Cheryl now uses a plain, 185mb field to create her images from scratch. The simplicity of the works begin-

nings,nings, the nuance within it, and the variety of its interpretation, continues to fascinate her. She now lives in Tucson, Arizona. She has 

won several awards, including the title of “Digital Artist of the Year.”  Her original abstract creations can be seen in corporate offices 

and private collections throughout the United States, Canada, and Europe. 

www.artblend.com/cheryl-hrudka  |  clhrudka1@earthlink.net 

CHERYL HRUDKA
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Childhood Street

watercolor on paper

30” x 22”
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The Serenade of Stars for Empty Souls

watercolor on paper

22” x 30”

“I see my art as my story, with colors and shapes being my words.”

PainterPainter Dana Ingesson was born and raised in the Czech Republic and currently lives and works in Sweden. Dana is known for using 

aquarelle and oil painting techniques and she typically applies colors onto her abstract pieces in layers. Her images glean momentum 

from a layering shadows, some faint, some dense. Moreover, she often uses recognizable objects as the base for her shadowy 

shapes such as a flower blossom, a dragonfly, and even a male figure. Dana wants people who view her artwork to make their own 

interpretations of her work, which is an expression of emotions, experiences, and lessons learned. She has enjoyed international ex-

hibitionshibitions in France, Denmark, Germany, India, and elsewhere. She recently won the jury prize in the in “Artistes du Monde” exhibition 

in Cannes and subsequently became a permanent member of the organization. 

www.danaingesson.se  |  dana-ingesson@hotmail.com

DANA INGESSON
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Plumelet

mirror finished high chromium stainless steel

45” x 19” x 14”
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Breeze II

mirror finished high chromium stainless steel

15” x 13” x 6”

“Good art is like your psychiatrist, it uplifts the spirit and brings happiness to the collector.”

GGregory Johnson is a prolific and award-winning artist who has been creating contemporary sculptures for nearly thirty years. 

Gregory’s artworks, currently on display all over the world, are represented in more than two-hundred collections and displayed in 

fifty unique public spaces. Gregory has created and sold approximately 1,500 works, most of which are rendered in either stain-

less-steel or bronze. When designing a piece, Gregory starts with a circle and shapes the steel into unique, elegant forms, using mu-

seum-quality craftsmanship, suggestive of both human emotions and the forces of nature. Gregory is heavily inspired by nature, and 

hishis depictions of the environment often involve geometric shapes. Gregory’s current work focuses on simple and elegant shapes that 

suggest sensations such as the warmth of the sun or the energy of a crashing wave. He is presently working on sculptures that 

feature mirror and brushed finishes and exploring color transparencies as a fourth dimension. 

www.moderngj.com  |  gjhotmetal@bellsouth.net

GREGORY JOHNSON
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Samaritan or No

semi-gloss print on aluminum

40” x 30”
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Morning Calisthenics

semi-gloss print on aluminum

40” x 30”

"My art is economical and deceptive because what appears simple                                                 
and easy is actually very complex in its execution.”

StanStan Johnson was born in Winnetka, Illinois, and now resides in Tucson, Arizona. In 1998, he co-founded Recent Developments, LLC, 

a fine art photography enterprise with fellow artist Cheryl Hrudka. He has been a professional photographer for over twenty years. In 

2007, Stan Johnson began to explore the seemingly limitless possibilities of digital software on both realistic and abstract images. 

He regards open space and scale to be the most important aspects of his work and his artistic point of view is constantly evolving 

and expanding. Currently, Stan’s work emphasizes line. He is represented by the Gloria Delson Contemporary Arts Gallery in Los 

Angeles,Angeles, California, the ADC Gallery in Cincinnati, Ohio, and the Artblend Gallery in Fort Lauderdale, Florida. Stan’s work is present 

in collections throughout the United States.

www.AnAlteredView.com  |  clhrudka1@earthlink.net

STAN JOHNSON
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Pressure

oil on canvas

40” x 30”
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Manana, from Monhegan Island, Maine

oil on canvas

18” x 24”

“My paintings represent my feelings about the place I have visited, 
or the emotion I have experienced.”

DavidDavid R. Jones was born in St. Asaph, North Wales, and moved to England as a young adult and earned undergraduate honors 

degrees in Mechanical Engineering and Economics from the University of Birmingham. He subsequently moved to Paris, France, 

where he was honored to have his first show of Indian ink and brush paintings on Canson paper. This Paris exhibition depicting “The 

Body as Architecture” was sponsored and curated by Dr. Caroline Boyle-Turner, the art historian, Gauguin scholar and founder/form-

er director of the Pont-Aven School of Contemporary Art in France. David earned graduate degrees in engineering from Northeastern 

UniversityUniversity and worked in the field for more than thirty years. His love for creating unique paintings finally came full circle in 2007 when 

he met International award-winning artist, Sharon Morley, APS, who encouraged him to add color to his Indian ink works. Now a 

full-time artist, David spends his days creating works of art that he hopes will speak to people. 

www.davidronaldjones.com  |  davidronaldjones@gmail.com

DAVID R. JONES
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Keyhole - Los Angeles

35mm film photography

45” x 30”
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Summit - Hartford

35mm film photography

30” x 45”

“The image does not emerge mechanically from the camera,
it happens stylistically from the mind of the artist.”

AnAn architectural detail freshly revealed in the space the eye dismisses in a crowded skyline, the juxtaposition of the natural and 

urbane, and the deep black and white contrast--these distinctive images are all recognizably the work of Michael Joseph, a 

self-taught photographer delivering a sense of creativity and wonderment. Michael Joseph’s signature style captures an extraordi-

narily beautiful view of American cities that is rarely glimpsed by foot-weary tourists or harried executives. He is praised for his ability 

to present a combination of style and sophistication with a sense of drama from an otherwise barren, cold, and isolated landscape 

ofof concrete and steel. Michael Joseph reveals a moment in time where lines, light, shape, and shadows converge together, 

composing a sticking art form of its own.  Today, Michael Joseph has traveled to all 48 contiguous United States, and continues to 

make interesting photographs of subjects otherwise gone unnoticed. His work has appeared in many solo exhibitions throughout the 

country, and has been honored in a number of juried art shows. His photographs can be found in museum collections, as well as 

numerous Fortune 500 companies.

www.michaeljoseph.com  |  mj@michaeljoseph.com

MICHAEL JOSEPH
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Mike Riordan and the Doctor 

oil on canvas

40” x 30”
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Battle of the Big Men (Wilt vs Bill)

oil on canvas

36” x 48”

“Finding beauty in everything inspires me to create.”

OOronde Kairi is a renowned visual artist whose work has amazed an international audience for nearly two decades. The Philadelphia 

native creates with the ear of a musician, the soul of a poet, and the imagination of an exceptional story teller. His portraits contain a 

multitude of layers with jazzy overtones that greatly inspires his diverse fan base. His astoundingly unique aesthetic is mostly inspired 

by sports, but he is also motivated by music, family, and strangers that he encounters in his everyday life. Oronde received a BFA in 

Illustration from the Philadelphia University of the Arts. As an oil painter who specializes in stylized realism, his art typically encom-

passespasses earth tones, soft textures, warm hues, and alluring shadows. A life-long fan of music, Oronde once worked with the legendary 

hip-hop group known as “Salt-‘n-Pepa” to create art for a children's hospital. He is affiliated with the Artist Cartel, a group of artists 

in Strasburg, Virginia. 

www.orondekairi.com  |  OrondeKari@msn.com

ORONDE KAIRI
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Men Behaving Badly #01

glossy photographic print on aluminum

40” x 40”
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Women Behaving Badly #01

glossy photographic print on aluminum

40” x 30”

“I enjoy capturing the world through the eye of a camera and
interrupting what my mind’s eye sees.”

Michael Katz was boMichael Katz was born and raised in Brooklyn, New York. At the age of fifteen, he received his first camera and fell in love with pho-

tography. His family built him a complete darkroom where he learned how to roll film, experimented with developing techniques, and 

made black and white and sepia prints. He attended the State University at Oswego New York where he received a B.S. degree in El-

ementary Education. After a career spanning twenty-six years managing Fortune 100 corporations, he decided to dedicate himself 

to photography in 2002. Michael’s photographs have been displayed on four continents and featured in numerous publications 

includingincluding USA Today, New York Times Magazine, Wall Street Journal, and more. Michael takes everyday images and uses a selective 

tinting process, or a combination of light, contrast, and monochromatic use of color, to transform them into unique pieces of art. In 

2016, he won First Place in Photography at the Chianti Star Festival in Tuscany, Italy. 

www.michael-katz.com  |  michael-katz@msn.com

MICHAEL KATZ
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The Angel Within

mixed media on canvas

48” x 36”
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Learning to Breathe Again

mixed media on canvas

30” x 30”

“My art reflects my search for inner peace, and aims at drawing you into this 
suspended state where subtle life flow creates beauty and healing.”

ChantalChantal Leblanc is a mixed-media painter who resides in Montreal, Canada. Her work has been lauded by The Artist’s Magazine, 

Manhattan Arts International, and American Arts. She has won multiple awards in the 2016 and 2017 American Arts Awards. Her 

creations have also been exhibited around the world and commissioned for display at the Montreal’s Children’s Hospital. Her fascina-

tion with energy and pulsation inspired the abstract and colorful “Prana” and “Coming Home” series. Her other collections, titled 

“Faith” and “The Elements,” are influenced by Chantal’s connection to nature. Chantal is a member of Manhattan Arts International, 

TheThe Healing Power of ART, Artists.org, Federation of Canadian Artists, Conseil des Artistes Peintres et Sculpteurs du Québec, Helen 

Day Art Centre, Stowe, and the Ward Nasse Gallery in NYC. Presently represented by Artblend Gallery and Galerie d Art Le Bourget, 

Chantal is currently creating a body of work for future exhibitions while partaking in an artist residency in Maine.

www.chantalleblancartiste.com  |  leblancchantal70@gmail.com

CHANTAL LEBLANC
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Nature’s Rush

watercolor

30” x 22”
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Forces of Nature ll

watercolor

17” x 22”

“Chasing light and shadow with watercolor has become my artistic passion.”

PainterPainter Marilyn Liedman has lived in the South Florida area since 1962 and discovers inspiration from its natural beauty. After a twen-

ty-five-year career as an architectural artist, she now devotes herself to creating in watercolor. Drawn to the water and its constantly 

changing reflections of tropical life and brilliant skies, Marilyn frequently paints en plein air which she regards as the backbone of her 

work. While in the studio, she uses "alternative" techniques that have opened her style to include a more abstract perspective while 

still maintaining the integrity of the pure watercolor process. Her experiences traveling and painting on location throughout the world 

havehave been invaluable in helping her understand the movement of light and shadow, as well as the effects of wind and moisture, 

knowledge she uses while painting in the studio. Marilyn is a Signature Member of Miami Watercolor Society, Palm Beach Watercolor 

Society, National Association of Women Artists, and The Boca Raton Museum Artists Guild.

www.marilynliedman.com  |  marilyn@marilynliedman.com

MARILYN LIEDMAN
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Rum and Coke

mixed media

48” x 48”
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Pepe's Taco Stand

mixed media

48” x 60”

“You really have to just dive in there and hack away at it and, 
eventually, you will turn up something.”

PainterPainter Gaston Locklear received a B.A. in graphic design with a minor in fine art from the University of South Carolina. His work is 

heavily influenced by seascapes and shorelines. When making art, Gaston glues down several layers of newspaper, weeklies, and other 

fibers and then applies paint to each layer. After the desired texture and depth is reached, he sands, chisels, and grinds through the 

layers, exposing colors and textures that would be impossible to duplicate with a brush. Moreover, he occasionally incorporates found 

materials into his work such as weathered plywood, rusted sheets of tin, bolts, or similar objects. Gaston is inspired by old billboards 

andand signage on back roads. As the natural elements expose the underlying messages and materials, often several layers thick and 

bleeding thru one another, the signs turn into huge pieces of modern art. He regards the organic textures, shapes, and colors that form 

over time on the varying materials as being his art’s strongest point, rendering it a human quality that connects with the viewer.

www.gastonlocklear.com  |  glocklear@yahoo.com

GASTON LOCKLEAR
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The Shape Within

oil paint, wax on birch panel

30” x 24”
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The Green Divide

oil paint, wax on birch panel

24” x 30”

“I feel that the work should be accessible to all 
and I hope to leave the viewer happy and hopeful.”

AliseAlise Loebelsohn graduated from Pratt Institute with a BFA in Painting and she also studied in France and at the Art Students League. 

Alise has extensive experience in the decorative arts, executing large outdoor murals, and restoration work. From 1987 to 1994, she 

worked as the only female billboard painter in NYC and helped paint the large DKNY ad on Houston Street. In 2000 she started her 

own decorative painting business working for numerous private clients as well as institutions and publice spaces. Alise grew up in 

Brooklyn and mother was a fashion illustrator; her identical twin sister is also an artist. Alise still resides in Brooklyn with her family. 

HerHer work can be seen in high-end residences all over the country. In 2011, she began applying to gallery shows and her work - which 

incorporates elements such as Venetian plaster, gold leaf, and stencils -was well-received. Alise is currently a member of the Park 

Slope Windsor Terrace Art Group, the Julio Valdez Art Studio, and the National Association of Decorative Artists (IDAL). 

www.aliseloebelsohn.com  |  aliseloebelsohn@gmail.com 

ALISE LOEBELSOHN
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Storm Brewing

acrylic on linen

20” x 24”
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Dawn Wave

acrylic on linen

11” x 14”

“My work is always evolving, and I am not afraid to try something new.”

ArtistArtist Cynthia Loewen is constantly inspired by her surroundings. When a particular setting moves her, she starts the artistic 

process envisioning exactly what she wants to convey though her paintbrush. Once an image is in her mind, she paints until 

it in great detail until it looks the way she wants. Her mother was an artist and her greatest influence when she began exploring 

her creative talents at a young age. As for the decision to make it her life work, the self-taught artist said she did that on her 

own. Splitting her time between East Hampton, N.Y., and Gardners, P.A., Loewen finds herself recreating scenes from her 

hometownshometowns in her work. She says, East Hampton has the magnificent light, sea and sky and Pennsylvania is full of the richness 

of the old country, farms, orchards, mountains and valleys. Regarding future plans, Loewen wishes to keep painting, learning 

and continuing to be inspired by the beauty in the world.

www.aaeh.org/cynthia-loewen/  |  cloewen@aol.com

CYNTHIA LOEWEN
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City

acrylics and mixed media on canvas

12” x 12”
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Technical Instruction

acrylics and mixed media on canvas

12” x 12”

“My thoughts are colorful and confused, sometimes crazy and confusing, 
and they convey themselves in my artwork.”

MarleenMarleen Lorek grew up in a small idyllic village in the beautiful green heart of Germany. At the age of 20, painting stepped into her 

life. As an autodidact, she started with watercolor painting and she later started painting with acrylics. Marleen creates experimental 

and abstract works of art which are composed by diverse materials. She works with different structural pastes, sand, various types 

of paper, wood, wire, mirror and all things she can find. However, the passion towards experimental expression drives her search for 

new materials. Marleen’s life is characterized by two passions: her work as an event technician and the painting. While her event 

techniciantechnician work is very versatile and irregular, she is challenged by the regular assembly and construction of technical equipment. 

Marleen also credits this career as influencing her creativity since she is often responsible for arranging lighting designs and program-

ming light shows for concerts and other events. 

www.malo-design.de  |  malodesign@icloud.com

MARLEEN LOREK
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The Origin, Universal Locus U

acrylic on canvas

24” x 18”
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The Origin, Universal Locus V

acrylic on canvas

24” x 18”

“All my interests in art, science and philosophy come together in my artwork.”

KarlKarl W. Lu creates various styles of art from modern landscapes to contemporary figurative and abstract works. Karl was born into 

an intellectual family in Hangzhou, China, in 1962. In the 1980s, he worked for The New Art magazine of China Academy of Art and 

participated the significant “85 New Wave Art Movement.” Since 1991, Karl relocated to Australia to study philosophy and further 

achieved three Master's degrees in Art, Design, and Architecture from UNSW Australia. He returned to art professionally in 2000 and 

credits his broad interests in arts, philosophy, psychology, science, engineering, art and design, as influential to his creative output. 

KarlKarl Lu is known for his “Memory Series: 1980s’ Chinese Students’ Salon Talks,” “Globalization Series,” “Dripping Fluid Style” and 

“The Origin Series.” His artworks have been exhibited and published all around the world and he is most noted for his hybrid of 

Eastern and Western styles with distinctive bold and fluent brush strokes.                 

www.kwluart.com  |  kwlu8@hotmail.com

KARL WEIMING LU
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The Eyes Have It

digital photograph

30” x 20”
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Walking on Water

digital photograph

20” x 30”

“There is no set formula in the way I work, and every piece is unique.”

AAward-winning photographer Alan Mahood holds degrees in Biology, Medicine, and Architecture. Heavily inspired by nature, Alan is 

a self-taught photographer who lives and works in Newport Beach, California. Alan uses digital techniques to convey the mood and 

feel of the places that he photographs. He started out with black and white photography as a teenager before moving on to SX-70 

film manipulation and Polaroid transfers before focusing on digital. Alan’s photographic work is currently featured on Artavita,com, 

and in the International Contemporary Masters XI edition. His images have also been featured in magazines and books including an 

imageimage in in the 2016 edition of "Bird Photographer of the Year”. Alan credits his father as fostering his interest in photography and he 

cites Early Impressionism as an influence. His current goals are to sell his photo art to anyone who will enjoy and appreciate it. 

www.cartgalleryonline.com  |  am837@aol.com

ALAN MAHOOD
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In The Circle of Trust

acrylic on canvas

48” x 36”
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A Heart Couplet

acrylic on canvas

48” x 36”

“Color, texture, and movement gives voice to our shared experience  
of life, love, beauty and nature.”

ColoradoColorado artist Carrie MaKenna has been a painter for more than thirty years. Her modernist style encompasses abstracts, land-

scapes, and portraits, yet texture and her specially selected palette of sixteen colors is a constant theme in her work. Carrie typically 

creates texture on canvas using thick and lightweight acrylic paste and she incorporates dried paint scraps, leaves, pine needles, 

and other items to make additional textures. Carrie holds a Bachelor's Degree in Fine Art and a Master's in Art Therapy and Counsel-

ing Psychology. She has enjoyed a lifelong interest in universal spiritual studies and meditative practices that guide and inform her 

art making. She considers nature to be her main muse, as well as her graphic designer husband, Craig Rouse. Her creations are 

included in collections in the United States, Canada, Mexico, Japan, Austria, and the United Kingdom. Carrie has her own art studio 

and gallery and she helps organize artistic events in her community.  

www.anamcarastudiogallery.com  |  anamcara@ecentral.com

CARRIE MAKENNA
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Neon Pine

art photography

36” x 24”
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Frosty Farytale

art photography

24” x 36”

“I love adding small details from childhood fairytales into my photos such as nature, 
and later on also the deeper reflections around human life and eternity.”

JøranJøran Juveli Marstrander is a Norwegian photographer who has been taking photos since 1976. Jøran has traveled the world, telling 

stories via photographs, and has also learned from workshops and art schools. Jøran has been a professional graphic designer for 

twenty-five years. A graduate of the Oslo Photo Art School, Jøran is especially inspired by people, nature, and enjoys playing with 

natural light and reflection via the images. Jøran is fascinated with what can be created using only the camera itself and frequently 

works with a one-long exposure and motion method. Inspired by the "reused and recycled" material movement in arts and crafts, 

JøranJøran has also designed small tables from hand-forged iron, oak wood, glass, and thick acrylic with replaceable art photo-tabletop. 

Jøran's work has been exhibited internationally in Norway, London, Italy, Spain, and the United States. 

www.juvelifoto.com  |  juvelifoto@gmail.com

JØRAN JUVELI MARSTRANDER
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Kiss

vinal record, hand painted with acrylic and matte clear coat finish

12” x 12 
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Bob Marley

Clay board, hand painted with acrylic and matte clear coat finish

24” x 36 

“As an artist, my goal is to create global works of art with the intention
 to inspire heal and evoke peace.”

DrawingDrawing since the age of five, Dan Menta is now a lauded painter who has won numerous awards for his airbrush creations. Born and 

raised in the Bronx, he still lives and works in New York. Dan is best-known for his realistic pieces which are rendered on varied 

surfaces in black and white hues. He typically chooses images of familiarity, such as celebrities, and uses multiple photographic ref-

erences to recreate the subject’s true-life essence and emotion with identifiable characteristics. Dan specializes in photo realism 

utilizing his technique, “the art of removal,” using airbrush and a traditional brush to apply black acrylic paint which is then removed 

ffrom the medium using an eraser and razor, allowing the white of the surface to emerge. This is done continuously until all tonal values 

are balanced to his liking. White paint isn’t used, it’s the absence of color that provides the white. 

www.danmentafineart.com  |  dm@danmenta.com

DAN MENTA
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The First Drink of the Day

acrylic/mixed Media on stretched canvas

28” x 22”
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Lady with Lotus

acrylic/mixed Media on stretched canvas

16” x 16”

“India is a place of diverse colors and subjects which has inspired me
 to use vibrant colors and motifs in most of my paintings.”

EducatedEducated as engineer, Sonali Mohanty was an IT professional before she became a full-time freelance artist. Hailing from India and 

now residing in New Jersey, USA, Sonali is self-taught and creates colorful artwork using various media and textures. She is strongly 

inspired by the colors, scenery, culture, and people of her native India. If the colors, subject, story or composition of her paintings 

make a viewer stop and look for a moment, Sonali feels that she has achieved her artistic goal. Sonali’s art has been displayed in 

various exhibitions in India, Hungary, Malaysia, Singapore, and the United States. Her work was also featured in Better Interior 

MagazineMagazine in November 2010. Collectors from India, Hong Kong, Kuala Lumpur, Singapore, South Africa, the United Kingdom and the 

United States have all shown a keen interest in her creations. Sonali firmly believes that art can affect a person deeply. She hopes 

that people who view her colorful and vibrant artwork take home the feeling of positivity and happiness. 

www.sonaliartstudio.com  |  hellosm08@gmail.com

SONALI MOHANTY
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San Francisco at Dusk

fine art photography

30” x 40”
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On Contemplating the Gift of Fog

fine art photography

30” x 40”

“Wherever your eyes can go, there’s a picture.”

BarbaraBarbara Moore is a self-taught seventy-six-year-old Georgia native who now lives in the Blue Ridge Mountains of Virginia. Barbara 

did not take photography seriously until she was forty years old and began a career at a Sears photography studio. She eventually 

opened her own studio in Herndon, Virginia., specializing in high-key film portraiture. In 2003, Barbara closed her studio and intended 

to retire, but the digital age provided her with too many creative photo opportunities to ignore. Barbara’s versatile shooting style 

ranges from cerebral landscapes to wild and colorful abstracts and everything in between. The enormous variety of her work has 

eaearned her acclaim. Over the past few years, Barbara has been in numerous regional and mid-Atlantic shows. She is currently associ-

ated with Artblend, BLINK/Art Design Associates, and Art Tour International. Moreover, she has been featured in several art 

magazines and art books. 

www.barbmoorefineartphotography.com  |  barb@barbmoorefineartphotography.com

BARBARA MOORE
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Honeysuckle 1865

acrylic mixed media on panel

48” x 45”
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Spring (Four Seasons)

acrylic mixed media on canvas

30” x 30”

“My background in graphic design has always been an influence in the push and pull between 
structured design elements and expressionistic styles.”

KathrynKathryn Neale is an award-winning painter who primarily works in acrylics but also experiments in multi-media, collage, and chalk 

paints on a variety of surfaces. Her visual inspiration is sourced from the interior design and home decorating industries, specifically 

traditional floral wallpaper and textile patterns. Color is also another important aspect of her work, primarily drawing from pre-mixed 

palette swatches from hardware stores. Kathryn’s career as a graphic designer has been a consistent influence in her work. A profes-

sional artist for more than a decade, Kathryn enjoys blurring the boundaries between the contemporary and decorative art worlds. 

HerHer artwork has been widely exhibited throughout the United States in galleries, museums, and hotels. She is also featured in many 

private collections and in publications including Manifest 6th International Painting Annual, Studio Visit Magazine, Creative Quarterly, 

and New American Paintings annual publication. 

www.kjnstudio.com  |  nealedesigns@me.com

KATHRYN NEALE
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Petals Melody

oil on canvas

31” x 31”
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Princess Dream 

oil on canvas

31” x 31”

“The beauty of natural surrounding can’t be improved upon because it’s God creativity;
all I do in my ability is translate that.”

HaHa Dieu Nguyen is an artist who was born in Hue, the Imperial Citadel of Vietnam. Her father was the director of the Music Conserva-

tory, which was located inside the royal palace. She was taught to paint by her aunt, an established traditional silk painter. Ha Dieu 

Nguyen begins each of her paintings with a detailed pencil sketch. She works by layer, giving the image shape and form in order to 

bring lushness to the pieces which possess a soft and transparent look. Ha Dieu Nguyen aims to transmit a delicate and elegant 

message to the viewer, who she hopes will feel relaxed, calm, and peaceful while looking at her work. The depth of colors renders 

rrealism to her creations which have been exhibited internationally. She currently lives in Saigon and works for Spring Gallery, located 

in the HCMC Fine Arts Museum. She is a member of the HCMC Fine Arts Association and the Chinatown Fine Arts Association. 

www.springgalleryng.com  |  ndha68@yahoo.com

HA DIEU NGUYEN
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The Bass

oil on canvas

47” x 31”
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Makeup

oil on canvas

47” x 31”

“White is the color of time and space.”

IndependentIndependent artist Thuy Nguyen was born in Vietnam and now lives and works in California. Thuy began her professional career as 

a musician. She mastered playing the violin at the Conservancy of Music in Saigon and took art lessons from her aunt when time 

allowed. In 1988, she graduated and played concert violin professionally while painting on the side. In 1991, Thuy chose to dedicate 

her life to painting since it is what made her the happiest. Thuy is known for her lively paintings, which she makes using palette knife 

techniques, and she is presently working a series that is inspired by blue jeans. Although she is most strongly inspired by music, 

natunature, people, and travel, this current body of artwork is her personal favorite. She exhibited artwork at the Fine Art Museum in HCM 

City in September of 2017. 

www.thuynguyenart.com  |  ndt62@yahoo.com

THUY NGUYEN
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New World #103

mixed media

36” x 24”
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New World #120

mixed media

24” x 24”

“I try not to get caught up in my own preconceived ideas 
and notions of what the final result should be.”

CallingCalling his style expressionism, award-winning abstract painter Tom Parker revels in the effect of applying multiple layers of paint to 

his canvas. Tom lives and works in Wesley Chapel, Florida and he lets the creative process dictate how long each painting will take 

to complete. He is a colorist who is fond of vibrant, dense colors applied to the canvas that form geometric shapes and architectural 

elements and illicit an emotional impact. Tom’s non-figurative paintings may incorporate one or more of his preferred media – oils (oil 

sticks), acrylics, watercolor and encaustic. In addition, he uses found objects such as stones, metal, paper, sand and wood to add 

textutexture and dimension to his works. He credits the guidance of a great uncle, Joe Sheldon, for nurturing his love of art and he also 

cites married artists John and Theresa Frazee as influencers on his career. Tom’s paintings are popular with European collectors and 

he was featured in Art Business News as one of the “top fifty emerging artists.” 

www.tparkerart.com  |  tparker@tparkerart.com

TOM PARKER
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Cosmic Flow

mixed media on canvas

48” x 60”
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Adamantium

mixed media on canvas

30” x 40”

“My art work takes on a new approach on pushing the boundaries of perception.”

AmericanAmerican painter Phil Shapiro, more commonly known as Philson, has a unique eye for color and a passion for life. His vivid color 

palate and unique techniques result in incredible abstract works that visually tantalize the viewer with dramatic, vibrant, and 

organic shapes. Philson is emotionally in tune with his senses and he incorporates everything he learns into his abstract and figu-

rative pieces. Currently residing in Miami, Florida, Philson aims to create depth through space and speculation. Each project often 

consists of multiple works, in a range of different media, grouped around specific themes and meanings. The techniques he uses 

arare a combination of many, including details such as texture, color, and dimension. Philson's process is different for each piece 

depending on what he is trying to achieve, yet his primary goal is always to create something of great interest which draws a 

person in to view it more closely.

www.philsonart.com  |  philsonart@gmail.com

PHILSON
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Serenity

photograph on metallic paper

36” x 24”
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Tranquility

photograph on metallic paper

24” x 36”

“My images are unique since they are from my perspective, which makes them one of a kind.”

MicheleMichele Piglia is well-known for her “Arte Bell’Acqua”; which translates to “beautiful water art.” Her striking yet serene images 

have been widely exhibited and are treasured by collectors worldwide. Born in Ohio, Michele has been creating fine art photogra-

phy for over thirty years. Her extensive background in film photography and her technical excellence with light, exposure, and per-

spective has informed the artistry and collectability of her photographs. Michele’s most treasured scenes have been influenced by 

one element: water. Her creations include oceans, lakes, streams, and glaciers from across the globe.  Michele captures water in 

allall its forms—from calm ocean views to Arctic glaciers to her new series featuring rainbows. Although she considers water to be 

her biggest muse, she has also captured incredible images of other subjects inspired by nature.  Michele continues to achieve her 

primary artistic goal of creating collectible art that transports the viewer to the scene.

www.michelepiglia.com  |  michele@michelepiglia.com

MICHELE PIGLIA
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Pothead

mixed media canvas wrapped on wood, latex, acrylic, and upcycled kitchenware 

48” x 48”
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Rocko

ink on wood with polyurethane finish

51” x 51”

“I find it difficult to place myself within the boundaries of a single style or genre.”

GGreg Pitts’ journey into art began in the ‘80s during his teenage years in Lima, Ohio. He has always had a natural inclination toward 

creating. The self-taught artist worked as a photographer for several years before adding painting to his artistic repertoire. Pitts has 

given himself a license to experiment and discover new forms of expression often. Pitts was the only artist from the United States 

chosen to exhibit at the 2015 Project Berlin Art Exhibition, and his art is now included in the permanent collection of the Southern 

Nevada Museum of Fine Art in Las Vegas. In 2015, he was the winner of the Award of Merit for two-dimensional mixed media at the 

29th29th Annual Boca Raton Museum of Art Juried Art Festival, and was the recipient of the Award of Distinction for two-dimensional 

mixed media at the Santa Fe College Spring Arts Festival 2014. Greg was the recipient of the "Best in Show" Award for the 31st 

Annual Boca Raton Museum of Art Juried Art Show. 

www.thegregpitts.com  |  admin@thebowtiegallery.com

GREG PITTS
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Hope Eternal

mixed media on canvas

24” x 20”
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Pathways

mixed media on canvas

48” x 48”

“The work I create makes people feel good and instills positive emotions 
and harmony, along with curiosity.”

JoyceJoyce Pommer is known for her colorful, layered, and multi-textured abstract collages and paintings that are created using an assort-

ment of media including pigments, textiles, and gesso. She has exhibited widely in solo, group shows, and art fairs across the 

country and her works are present in numerous private collections. The concept of connections is important in her pieces since she 

finds it intriguing to connect odd materials or colors to see how they can exist harmoniously in a shared space. Joyce’s work has 

graced the covers of Art Voices Magazine and Women Arts Quarterly Magazine. Moreover, one of her paintings titled “Pathways” was 

selectedselected to be in the 2016 Art Annual at the Danforth Museum. Joyce was included in Art Market Magazine’s 2017 Gold List/Top Con-

temporary Artists. Joyce currently lives and works in New York City and she maintains her studio in the Garment District. 

www.joycepommer.com  |  pommerart@rcn.com

JOYCE POMMER
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Antamina

silver deposit on panel

30” x 24”
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Celestial #4

silver deposit on panel

30” x 40”

“The goal is to create sublime positive art that celebrates the good in humanity 
and contradict the hatred that is so prevalent today.”

WWalter Poole is a disabled war veteran who earned an MFA while recovering from injuries that left him in a wheelchair for several 

years. He works in a unique medium: silver nitrate deposit with translucent polymer coatings on textured surfaces. The result is an iri-

descent, highly reflective environment that is constantly changing with manipulated light and thus interacting with the viewer. After 

witnessing the brutality of war Walter needed change. He left California to live in the solitude of rural Alabama. He also abandoned 

his realism-based artistic style for non-representational abstraction. Now his only desire is to celebrate life with elegance and beauty 

asas displayed by his latest series celestial. He spent a short time teaching while exhibiting in national venues. His works have received 

awards and been featured in publications. Walter has paintings in the permanent collection of the State of Alabama that are on in 

display in the Capital Building.

www.walterpoole.net  |  walterpooleartist@gmail.com

WALTER POOLE
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Origins

oil on canvas

26” x 20”
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Float

oil on canvas

26” x 20”

“I chose to make art my life’s work because I enjoy the process of making.”

PeytonPeyton Rack received her B.F.A. and merit scholarship from the School of the Art Institute of Chicago in 2015. Her work has been 

exhibited internationally at galleries and art fairs, including Supermarket 2014, held at the cultural center in Stockholm, Sweden, and 

Zhou B Art Center in Chicago. Her art has also been recognized in publications including Artist Spotlight by IPaintMyMind Gallery 

and Contemporary Artist Curator. She received the Nippon Steel Presidential Award in 2014. Peyton’s work involves creating digital 

montages from a broad range of sources to transform and develop visual concepts for her paintings. With her background in color 

theortheory, she selects vibrant colors alluding to saturated hues produced in digital imaging. She treats the composing of images as a 

visual language and collage is essential to her painting process. Peyton aspires to complete an artist residency at a research lab, and 

has been working on a series for a solo exhibit in Manhattan.

www.peytonrack.com  |  prack@artic.edu

PEYTON RACK
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Totalidad 2

oil on canvas

59” x 59”
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Parallels

oil on canvas

59” x 78”

“The passion for the creative process gives me love for life itself.”

MexicanMexican artist Claudia Ramos studied art, engraving, and lithography at Minneapolis College of Art and Design, and New York Studio 

School. Her artwork has been exhibited and sold in Mexico, the United States, Canada, and Europe. She has participated in over 

one-hundred group and sixty solo exhibitions. Her wide spectrum of work includes book illustrations and more than twenty murals in 

Mexico City, Puerto Vallarta, and Puerto Escondido. Claudia is heavily influenced by Picasso and the Post-Impressionism movement. 

She prefers using a free-based technique when she uses oil paints since she likes to achieve different textures within her work. She 

frfrequently draws the human figure on canvases but also creates pieces in the Minimalist Abstract style. Today, Claudia’s artwork 

hangs in Mexican museums and she has also painted commissioned portraits of famous Mexican singers and actors.  

www.claudiaramos.com.mx  |  ramos.realtype@gmail.com 

CLAUDIA RAMOS
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Untitled #20

acrylic on canvas

24” x 24”
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Red and Blue #1

acrylic on canvas

24” x 36”

“Painting is the one thing where I can totally escape and create works, 
that even sometimes perplex me."

DanDan Reyna is an artist who was born in San Angelo, Texas, in April of 1972. He attended Midwestern State University in Wichita Falls, 

Texas, and currently lives in Oakland Park, Florida, with his partner, Robert. A self-taught artist, Dan took up painting late in life, after 

a trip to Art Basel Miami Beach. He has since exhibited at Spectrum Miami Art Fair, the Poverello Center's “Art With A Heart Fundrais-

er,” and regularly at the Art Expo in Wilton Manors, FL. Dan’s approach to painting starts with his unique eye for color. Dan utilizes 

both complimentary and contrasting colors in his works. His original abstract expressionist works are usually bright and upbeat, in-

ternally charged and emotionally driven. With inspirations from nature, architecture and modernism, Dan's artwork possesses layered 

depth, broad strokes, all over composition with varying focus points. The paintings are meant to elicit a sense of pleasure, exuber-

ance and well-being.

www.paintboydan.com  |  paintboydan@gmail.com

DAN REYNA
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Sleeping Mother

oil on canvas

77” x 67”
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From the Edge of Silence

oil on canvas

48” x 60”

“Colors have powers since they can transform moods, express feelings such as peace 
and anger, and express emotions like love and hate; they tap into human feelings.”

FrancescoFrancesco Ruspoli is an artist who lives in the United Kingdom. His vibrant artwork has been featured in many publications and inter-

national exhibitions via galleries, art fairs, and salons. He has also been recipient of a number of important international awards and 

medals such as Eugene Fromentin Award in France, Masters Award in USA, Gold Medal at Beijing Olympic Fine Art in China, and the 

Silver Medal at Grand Prix of Rome in Italy. Heavily inspired by Surrealist artists such as Dali and Magritte, Francesco’s colorful 

creations are an exploration of relational space and its possibilities in contemporary society. He essentially crafts oil paints into 

textutextured shapes, placing identifiable figures in abstract environments. His images are supported by vivid colors, subtle gradation, and 

dramatic contrasts which express nuance of emotion and sensuous physicality. Francesco is strongly inspired by the environment 

and nature, but his most recent series focuses on stained-glass effects. He describes himself as an Expressionist. 

www.francescoruspoliart.com  |  francesco.ruspoli@icloud.com

FRANCESCO RUSPOLI
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Pgh Wild

PPG / 1shot enamel on plastic

10’ x 10’
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Ghost Most Wanted

demolition derby truck

7’ x 6’ x 22’

“I use regenerative and destructive forces to create my sculptures and paintings.”

JasonJason Sauer is an artist who lives and works in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania. A classically trained painter holding a BFA and an MFA, 

Jason has created everything from large outdoor murals to small Flemish-inspired impressionistic paintings. Born into a family of 

demolition derby participants, Jason uses the distinctly-American pastime as a high-art form. By reclaiming discarded automobiles 

and transforming them into abstract sculptures, he enables each piece to simultaneously evoke excitement and a sense of the terror 

of the collision. In addition to car metal, Jason works with locally sourced objects and uses his art to create a dialogue within his 

communitcommunity. His lauded compositions redefine the power of rebirth while challenging viewers’ sense of and longing for home. Having 

been featured in many publications and the recipient of many awards, Jason currently owns the Most Wanted Fine Art Gallery with 

his wife, Nina, which has been annually recognized as the “Best Art Gallery” by City Paper readers since 2013.

www.mostwantedfineart.com  |  mostwantedfineart@gmail.com

JASON SAUER
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Composition with Orange

acrylic on canvas

40” x 40”
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Noah and Elijah in the Pool

acrylic on canvas

48” x 48”

“My work is inspired by the beauty surrounding me and is a translation of the energy and spirit of 
my environment, focusing on my own interior landscape and guided by my intuition.”

JulieJulie Schumer is a lawyer by trade and an artist by choice who is known for her bold, colorful, and dynamic paintings that embody 

her abstract interpretations of the natural world and reflect her life in the desert as well as her lifelong travels in the tropics. Strongly 

influenced by the abstract expressionists of the 1950’s and 1960’s, Julie’s artworks are filled with movement and energy. Typically, 

Julie begins her creative process by introducing color, shapes, and lines, and then rearranges these elements around, adding and 

removing paint in multiple layers. She primarily works with acrylic paint on canvas, birch panel, or paper. She frequently uses items 

suchsuch as rubber spatulas and bondo knives, as well as cut cardboard as scrapers and/or paint applicators. Her work is generally more 

intuitive than deliberate. Julie was raised in Los Angeles, California, and currently lives and works in Santa Fe, New Mexico. 

www.julieschumer.com  |  julieschumer@gmail.com

JULIE SCHUMER
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Series 4, Project #1

Digital

20” x 16”
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Series 3, Project #5

Digital

27” x 20”

“Design is much more than a job or hobby, if s an obsession.”

AnthonyAnthony Scime has been creating art before he really understood what it was, and wants to keep creating art for a very long time. He 

has lived in South Florida for most of his life after moving from his home town of Buffalo, NY. After graduating out of high school, he 

attended The Art Institute of Fort Lauderdale. There he graduated with a BS in illustration in 2008 and won best conceptual portfolio. 

Anthony first started creating digital paintings after really understanding the impact it has in the art world. It's the medium of a new 

generation of great artists. It gave him the ability to create pieces that were never possible for him in his original medium which was 

colocolored pencil, and allowed him to explore and to create a contemporary art series. His first digital painting was a simple apple, and 

it made him realize just how much more advanced he can become in his skills with this medium. He then realized how important it 

was to study everything around him for inspiration - light and shadow, color, shape and texture.

www.art-ams.com  |  hello@foldco.agancy

ANTHONY SCIME
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Untitled #2

photo-digital print on metal

48” x 36”
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Untitled #1

photo-digital print on metal

36” x 48”

“Human sensuality is a precious and unique gift that allows us to experience
 love, sadness, joy, pain and many other common emotions.”

BoBorn in 1952 in the city of La Paz, Bolivia, Carlos’ bicultural background and experiences have contributed to his artistic vision in 

subtle and varied ways. The improvisational quality of his subject matter may be traced back to Carlos’ passion for sports, in particu-

lar, soccer, as it embodies the unexpected and spontaneous actions of the moment. A premature end to a promising career in profes-

sional soccer due to a serious knee injury served to refocus Carlos’ creative passion and he began exploring the world of art. During 

recovery and rehabilitation from surgery, he began to paint with pastels and oils, while also exploring and developing a keen interest 

in photography and mixed media. Via the arts, Carlos feels that human sensuality can be a platform for sharing impressions and ideas 

using poetry, music, and visual imagery on both a conscious and subconscious level. Such sensual connections can be richly 

rewarding for the artist and the lover of art and thereby form the essence and purpose of artistic expression.

www.carlosgscott.com  |  cgs044@gmail.com

CARLOS G. SCOTT
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Just Searching

mixed media on canvas

60” x 40”
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Enjoying the Moment

mixed media on canvas

40” x 60”

“Art is my best way to express the love and gratitude I feel for nature, my respect for all living 
beings, and the importance of caring for our only true home, Mother Earth.”

ElviraElvira Spinatelli is a sculptor, painter, and carver who was born in Venezuela and currently resides in Miami, Florida. Elvira has been 

an artist for four decades and regards nature as being her biggest influence. Her artworks have been showcased internationally via 

collective exhibitions, solo art shows, galleries, and museums. She has earned awards and recognition for her outstanding creations 

and she has also been featured in newspaper articles, magazines, and books, as well as television tutorials and radio interviews. 

Elvira is a member of several artistic organizations, including the International Arts Association, Venezuela’s Visual Artists Associa-

tion,tion, and the Arts and Fire Association. She was elected as the “Talented Artist” for “Venezuela’s Creators Voice Program” and she 

also participated in the “Museum School Open to the World” project that was formed by a group of professional artists to promote 

art for the public in countries across the globe. 

www.elviraspinatelli.com  |  info@elviraspinatelli.com

ELVIRA SPINATELLI
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Sea Motion 1

acrylic on panel encased in resin

36” x 36”
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Rock Study 1

acrylic on panel encased in resin

36” x 36”

“Enjoy your own style of painting, it's your gift.”

AfterAfter enjoying a career with Delta Airlines for twenty-six years, artist Carol Staub retired and became a silversmith, producing 

unique pieces of jewelry. Shortly thereafter, she took up painting. Carol is primarily a self-taught artist who works mostly with 

acrylics. She has garnered over two-hundred National and International accolades including an “Award of Excellence” at the 

Shenzhen Watercolour Biennial in China, “The Gracie Award” at the International Society of Experimental Artists Exhibition in 

Pennsylvania, and "Best In Show" at the National Association of Women Artists Armory Art Center Exhibition in Florida, among 

others.others. Carol’s works have been featured in many publications including The Wall Street Journal, New Art International, Trends and 

numerous others. She has served on the Board of Directors for the National Association of Women Artists in Florida and is a 

member of many other artist organizations. Carol’s works are in private collections and can be seen in museums and galleries in-

ternationally and throughout the United States.

www.carolstaub.com  |  carolcando@aol.com

CAROL STAUB
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Toys and Games X

oil on canvas

36” x 24”
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Toys and Games IX

oil on canvas

36” x 24”

“As a painter, I experience angst, joy, and the unexpected.”

TheodosiaTheodosia A.G. Tamborlane is a full-time artist currently residing in Dunedin, Florida. Theodosia studied at the Art Students League 

and the School of Visual Arts in New York City. She now teaches at the Leepa-Rattner Museum at St. Petersburg College in Tarpon 

Springs, Florida. Color and movement are the soul of her abstract creations, which combine gestural movements with geometric 

forms in a deliberative yet free spirited process. Multiple colors move through each painting, taking the viewer along paths to visions 

both expected and unexpected. Fire and focus are at the core of her paintings. Since 2008, her paintings have been in over one-hun-

ddred solo and group exhibitions in New York City, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Florida. Theodosia's work is also displayed in 

hospitals and corporate headquarters as well as in private and public collections in the United States and abroad. She accepts com-

missions for abstract and non-abstract paintings and welcomes studio visits by appointment in Dunedin.

www.tamborlane.com  |  Tamborlane@aol.com

THEODOSIA A.G. TAMBORLANE
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Sharp-shined Hawk

mild steel, painted

15” x 6” x 14”
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Red Fox

stainless steel

36” x 23” x 19”

“My sculpture is an announcement, a reminder, and a heralding of our natural heritage.”

SculptorSculptor Mary Taylor was born in Rochester, New York, and attended school in Massachusetts and California, where she studied fine 

art. Mary and her former husband founded the McIntyre Tile Company, and she served as the Vice-President and Designer of ceramic 

tiles and murals. In 1985, she started welding metal sculptures. Her unique style consists of welding with 1/16” steel rods to 1” bars. 

Using these materials, she forms three-dimensional frames and fills in the spaces with small rods, feathers, or fur to complete the 

piece. Mary is inspired by nature and animals and she cites the work of John James Audubon as an important artistic influence. She 

nownow lives and works in a log cabin in upstate New York where she is surrounded by deer, foxes, coyotes, birds, raccoons, skunks, 

woodchucks, and other wildlife. Her intricate and realistic sculptural creations have earned her many awards and accolades.

www.marytaylorsculpture.com  |  mary@marytaylorsculpture.com

MARY TAYLOR
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Saturn

digital art - giclée on canvas mounted on wood with acrylic, varnish, and resin

40” x 40”
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A New World

digital art - giclée on canvas mounted on wood with acrylic, varnish, and resin

40” x 40”

“What interests me about art is the research that goes into it, expressing feelings through color, 
the movement, and it’s all about the pleasure and satisfaction we get out of the process.”

LucLuc Tessier is a Canadian self-taught artist who draws his inspiration from the sounds and emotions of music. As a trained musician 

who earned a diploma in professional music, Luc is a singer and songwriter who can play the guitar, bass, and keyboard. His love of 

music ignited his artistic muse and he subsequently took up painting in 2011. Primarily working in acrylics, Luc’s paintings convey 

spontaneously and rhythm, symbolizing the beating heart of his artwork. Luc creates textures from a range of materials and instru-

ments, such as spatulas, which gives his creations abstract flare. He began his career drawing hearts, followed by angels. A photog-

rapherrapher as well as a painter, Luc’s most recent series is titled “Perpetual Movements" and it combines both mediums. His ultimate goal 

with this new body of work is to create optical illusions and hypnotic effects that draw in the viewer. He is currently represented by 

several international galleries. 

www.luctessierpeintre.ca  |  luctessierpeintre@outlook.com

LUC TESSIER
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Immortal

acrylic on canvas

36” x 36”
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Ocean of Peace

acrylic and medium on canvas

36” x 36”

“The pieces are a physical manifestation of the light and knowledge
that is apparent in all of us.”

TirilTiril is a self-taught artist from England who currently lives in Alabama. Her intuitive and lyrically abstract artwork is represented by 

several galleries in numerous nations, including America and Italy. She works in a variety of media such as pen, ink, charcoal, and 

acrylics on canvas. Tiril has enjoyed many solo and group exhibitions and her works are part of many international and national 

private collections. As an intuitive individual, Tiril’s work is purely inspirational and influenced by concepts of consciousness and 

purity. Her brushstrokes are the subject of the work; they are palpably forceful, yet they are deployed carefully, almost sparingly. A 

paintingpainting may depict two marks, overlapping and interlocking, surrounded by bare canvas. Or, alternatively, a painting may illustrate 

the infinite mixing and blending of colors. With her strong, powerful lines and the emphasis on the movement of the artist’s hand, 

Tiril’s spiritual predecessors are the Abstract Expressionists.

www.artbytiril.com  |  artbytiril@gmail.com

TIRIL
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Rosette Nebula

oil on canvas 

40” x 36”
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Jupiter’s Great Red Spot

oil on canvas 

30” x 40”

“I sincerely feel there’s a mission to paint space because I firmly believe in its exploration.”

JoanJoan Tripp grew up in the Hamptons, New York, to an artistic family and was subsequently exposed to art at a young age. Her own 

artwork was always electric and ranged in subject matter from the human figure to landscape and many things in between. However, 

nothing ever inspired her quite as much as photographs from the Hubble Telescope which she saw on a PBS television program. The 

beauty of the images awed her. After seeing the pictures from the orbiting space telescope, Joan dedicated her work to capturing 

planets, galaxies, and stardust by reproducing the universe’s magnificent forms in oil paint. Joan regards painting the atmosphere as 

fascinatingfascinating even though replicating the colors of outer space is very difficult to do. She can render her artworks to be very dramatic; 

very avant-garde, or otherwise experimental simply to capture them correctly. Joan’s art has been featured in many galleries. She 

exhibited at the Romany Kramoris Gallery in her hometown of Sag Harbor until her recent move to St. Petersburg, Florida.

www.joantripp.com  |  joantripp@aol.com

JOAN TRIPP
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Highlighted

Wood and acrylic paint

36” x 36”
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Deep Breath

Wood and acrylic paint

18” x 54”

"My pieces reflect order and purity, but above all they are authentic 
and they need no interpretation.”

RafaelRafael Vera was born in Caracas, Venezuela, and completed a business degree at Universidad Metropolitana. Rafael has always 

harbored an interest in architecture and the arts, but he only began discovering his creative side when he moved to Miami, Florida. 

Rafael enjoys exploring different mediums, but he is especially partial to wood. He has designed both fine art and contemporary func-

tional furniture and identifies with the minimalist movement. Rafael seeks simplicity in his artwork and aims to find a perfect balance 

between space and form. Both monochrome works and those with variations of colors seek to create a synergy between lights and 

shadowsshadows where the three-dimensional shape and reliefs converge visually to accomplish affinity and harmony. He uses wood and its 

derivatives as the main basis for his work, adding different materials and colors to achieve an integral fusion of elements. 

www.rafaelveraart.com  |  rafaelveraart@gmail.com

RAFAEL VERA
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Vectoring Red 

acrylic on canvas

60” x 48”
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What Comes First Ends Last 

acrylic on canvas

44” x 44”

“I see art in 360 degrees; creatively, I am always looking, searching, and wondering.”

PatrickPatrick Walsh is an artist who lives and works in Pennsylvania. Patrick started studying art in high school. After returning from 

Vietnam in 1969, he began his formal art education at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Art and Bucks County Community College. 

Strongly inspired by both the Bucks County Impressionists Redfield and Garber, and his artistically-aware family, Patrick paints and 

draws in both academic and abstract styles. Patrick’s artwork became a focal point of his life in May of 1991 when he was struggling 

with sobriety. Creating artwork helped him to overcome his alcoholism and live a more productive and positive lifestyle. His abstract 

paintingpainting titled “Dragonfly” was selected for a show at The National Academy of Design in New York City. The New Art International 

wrote two articles featuring his abstract style one year and his traditional style the next. Today Patrick’s works are displayed in private 

and public collections around the world.

www.pwbuckscountyartist.uslocaldirectory.com  |  p.walsh_artist@yahoo.com

PATRICK WALSH
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Headboard

mixed media

27” x 21”
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Carte Postale

mixed media

17” x 17”

“My artwork is akin to a visual diary that is created and fueled by profound emotions,            
which I hope illicit strong visceral responses in the viewer.”

RoyRoy Wiemann, born and bred in Fort Lauderdale, Florida, completed his MFA in painting at the University of Miami and moved directly to 

New York City, where he has spent over thirty years as a successful illustrator and graphic designer. During that tenure, Roy’s clients 

included HBO, The New Yorker, American Express, TIME, JPMorgan, Chase, and the Guggenheim, among others. Throughout his career, 

Roy has continued painting and exhibiting his fine art, crediting Howard Hodgkin, Antoni Tapies, Sean Scully, Louise Nevelson and Cy 

Twombly as creative influences. Residing once again in Florida, Roy’s recent abstract paintings are inspired by specific personal experi-

encesences and their associated memories. Utilizing acrylics and wooden panels as primary materials, elements of text pulled from notes, 

emails or literature referencing the salient memories are applied via silk screen or collage to add another layer of interpretation. The 

atypical framing of the art completes this work in conveying visually an experiential history. 

www.wiemann.com  |  roy@wiemann.com

ROY WIEMANN
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Carnival

acrylic on canvas

72” x 48”
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Winter Landscape

acrylic on canvas

48” x 72”

“It is through personal confrontation with oneself that we discover and break through 
new boundaries and change the traditional concepts of art.”

PaulPaul Ygartua is a painter/muralist who is renowned worldwide for his public works and his monumental murals. He is an innovator 

with a great stylistic versatility and the ability to create and work on several different styles of paintings simultaneously. He is also 

an industrial designer and qualified gold and silversmith. He received degrees from the Liverpool Art College in Industrial Design 

and Final City & Guilds of London Institute in Gold and Silversmithing. Paul turned to painting immediately after graduating and, 

from then on, painting became his whole existence. Creation and interpretation is Paul’s life. In painting, he is at home in all 

mediumsmediums and his production is prodigious. He is best known for his bold abstract art, including his powerful Canadian native mask 

artwork that is inspired by various West Coast Tribes. His native and abstract work is exhibited around the world and has won him 

various achievement awards.

www.ygartuaoriginals.com  |  info@ygartua.com

PAUL YGARTUA
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